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Abstract 
Resin-based composites (RBCs) are the most widespread restorative dental materials used 
nowadays. Nanotechnologies allowed the development and improvement of a new generation 
of RBCs which nevertheless still present many unsolved issues. The most important is 
secondary caries, which is the recurrence of dental caries in tissues close to the restoration. 
Dental caries disease is driven by a dysbiotic biofilm colonizing both natural and artificial 
surfaces. Many approaches have been developed in order to address this issue, mainly the 
development of bioactive surfaces with contact-active properties, the optimization of surfaces 
to obtain anti-adhesive properties and the synthesis of biomimetic materials. The aim of this 
PhD thesis was to explore the use of nanotechnologies in order to synthesize, evaluate and 
optimize the formulation of RBCs aimed at successfully controlling oral biofilms 
development. 
The experimental part explored all three previously mentioned approaches. 
Regarding the first approach, a lactose-modified Chitosan carrier for silver nanoparticles 
(nAg) was developed and used as a coating for RBCs in order to study the antibacterial 
behavior of a novel material possessing contact-killing properties. The results indicated an 
antibacterial activity of the coating related to nAg concentration, however rinsing procedures 
interfered with the coating and deprived nAg of their effect. The surface activation of RBC 
surfaces prior to coating application showed itself good antibacterial properties that are 
currently under examination. 
Considering the second approach, experimental resin-based dental materials differing in their 
compositions were extensively studied, hypothesizing that biofilm formation on the 
experimental materials may show a dependency on their surface characteristics and 
nanotexture. In this sense, the anti-adhesive properties of these materials were evaluated as a 
possible effective way to control biofilm formation without the need for biocidal agents. The 
results showed that both hydrophobicity of the resin matrix of RBCs and filler content can 
influence oral biofilm formation. The lowest values of cariogenic biofilm were reached by 
less hydrophobic resin and by nanofillers. 
The third approach evaluated the possibility that biomimetic materials (designed to positively 
interact with dental hard tissues) may have to control oral biofilms, without the need for 
specifically biocidal agents. Resin-functionalized nanoparticles of dicalcium phosphate 
dihydrate (nDCPD) were incorporated into an experimental RBC. Results showed that the 
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RBC filled with functionalized nDCPD showed reduced biofilm formation when compared to 
a RBC filled with non-functionalized nDCPD. 
In conclusion, all these three approaches proved to significantly impact oral biofilm formation 
on RBCs surfaces, however the most interesting result suggests the possibility of influencing 
biofilm formation without necessarily adding biocidal compounds. In fact, recent studies 
regarding the human microbiome show that many diseases, including dental caries, are caused 
by an imbalance between host and biofilms. These diseases may be restored by modifying 
biofilms composition, without attempting to eradicate biofilms. 
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Sommario 
I materiali compositi a base resinosa sono i materiali maggiormente utilizzati in Odontoiatria 
Restaurativa. Le nanotecnologie hanno permesso lo sviluppo e l‘ottimizzazione di una nuova 
generazione di compositi che tuttavia presentano tuttora problematiche ancora irrisolte. La più 
importante è lo sviluppo della carie secondaria, cioè il ripresentarsi della carie dentale nei 
tessuti vicino al restauro. Tale lesione è promossa da un biofilm disbiotico aderente sia alle 
superfici naturali che a quelle artificiali. Molte alternative sono state proposte al fine di 
risolvere il problema, in particolare lo sviluppo di superfici bioattive caratterizzate da 
inibizione da contatto, l'ottimizzazione delle superfici per ottenere proprietà anti-adesive e la  
sintesi di materiali biomimetici. L'obiettivo di questa tesi di dottorato è stato utilizzare le 
nanotecnologie al fine di sintetizzare, valutare e ottimizzare la formulazione di compositi in 
grado di modulare lo sviluppo del biofilm orale. La parte sperimentale ha compreso l‘analisi 
di tutti e tre gli approcci precedentemente citati. 
Per quanto riguarda il primo approccio è stato sviluppato un rivestimento per compositi a base 
di chitosano modificato con lattosio e incorporante nanoparticelle di argento (nAg), in modo 
da studiare il comportamento antibatterico per inibizione da contatto. I risultati hanno indicato 
una significativa attività antibatterica del rivestimento che aumentava all‘aumentare della  
concentrazione di nAg. Tuttavia le procedure di risciacquo impiegate per simulare l‘ambiente 
intra-orale hanno interferito con il rivestimento e le nAg privandoli dell‘effetto antibatterico. 
Sorprendentemente, l'attivazione delle superfici di composito prima dell'applicazione del 
rivestimento ha dimostrato di conferire proprietà antibatteriche alle superfici stesse, e tale 
possibilità è attualmente oggetto di ulteriori studi. 
Considerando il secondo approccio sperimentale sono stati testati compositi sperimentali con 
differenti composizioni ipotizzando che la formazione di biofilm su tali materiali possa 
dipendere dalle loro caratteristiche di superficie e di nanotexture. In questo senso, le proprietà 
antiadesive di tali compositi sono state valutate quale un possibile modo per garantire un 
controllo efficace della formazione di biofilm senza la necessità di incorporazione di molecole 
antimicrobiche. I risultati hanno dimostrato che sia l‘idrofobicità della matrice resinosa che il 
fipo di riempitivo inorganico possono influenzare la formazione del biofilm. I valori più bassi 
di sviluppo di biofilm cariogeno sono stati raggiunti dalla resina con minore idrofobicità e dai 
nanofiller. 
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Il terzo approccio ha valutato la possibilità di modulare lo sviluppo di biofilm orale sulle 
superfici di materiali biomimetici, cioè progettati per interagire positivamente con i tessuti 
duri del cavo orale, senza l‘aggiunta di molecole ad azione antimicrobica.  
Nanoparticelle di fosfato bicalcico biidrato (nDCPD) funzionalizzate con monomeri di resina 
sono stati incorporati in un composito sperimentale. I risultati hanno dimostrato che il 
composito riempito con nDCPD funzionalizzate mostravano una ridotta formazione di biofilm 
rispetto a un composito con nDCPD non funzionalizzate. 
In conclusione, tutti e tre gli approcci testati hanno dimostrato di avere un impatto 
significativo sulla formazione di biofilm orale sulle superfici dei compositi. Nonostante ciò, il 
risultato più interessante è stato la possibilità di influenzare la formazione di biofilm senza 
necessariamente aggiungere composti ad azione antimicrobica. Infatti, recenti studi 
riguardanti il microbioma umano mostrano che la carie dentaria così come molte altre malattie 
è causata da uno squilibrio tra i biofilm e l‘ospite. Lo stato di saluto può essere quindi 
ripristinato riuscendo a interagire positivamente con i biofilm modificandone la 
composizione, senza tentare di debellarli. 
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Introduction 
1.1. Nanotechnology 
Nanotechnology is the production of functional materials and structures in the range of 0.1 to 
100 nanometers by various physical or chemical methods. Today, the revolutionary 
development of nanotechnology has become the most highly energized discipline in science 
and technology [1,2]. The intense interest in using nanomaterials stems from the idea that they 
may be used to manipulate the structure of materials in order to dramatically improve their 
electrical, chemical, mechanical and optical properties [3]. As the constituents of such 
materials and structures are reduced from a micrometer to nanometer size, the resultant 
properties can change dramatically. For example, hardness, active surface area, chemical 
reactivity, and biological activity are all altered [4]. 
A large amount of research is being devoted to the development of nanocomposites of 
different types for different applications, including structural materials, high performance 
coatings, catalysts, electronics, photonics and biomedical systems [3]. There are two possible 
approaches regarding the fabrication techniques of these nanostructures: ―top-down‖ and 
―bottom-up‖. 
The top-down techniques are mostly extentions of methods already employed in small-scale 
assembly at the micron scale. By further miniaturization due to progressive technological 
advancements, the nanodimension is entered. Bottom-up fabrication methods for manufacture 
are those used to produce nanoscale structures by arranging atom by atom [5]. 
 
1.2. Nanotechnology in dentistry 
Nanotechnology has been introduced in almost all fields of dentistry, allowing significant 
improvements in the state of the art. 
It already allowed the development of dental hygiene products (toothpastes and mouthrinses) 
with re-mineralizing capabilities, therapeutic products against dental hypersensitivity, dental 
restorative materials with improved mechanical and esthetic performances, high-fidelity 
nanofilled impression materials, dental implants with nanotextured surfaces allowing an 
enhanced bone healing and nanostructured bioscaffolds for bone and tissue regeneration [6]. 
One of the most promising fields of application of nanotechnology, however, is restorative 
dentistry, where resin-based dental composites are currently used and need to achieve 
excellent mechanical and esthetic properties [3,6,7]. In recent years there is a growing 
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understanding that these materials also need to positively interact with both the host and the 
biofilms developing on their surfaces [8,9]. 
 
1.3. Resin-based dental composites 
One of the most significant contributions to dentistry has been the development of resin-based 
composite technology [3]. Resin-based composites (RBC) have been first introduced in dental 
practice in the mid-1960's as a promising alternative to silicate cements and non-reinforced 
methyl-methacrylate direct filling resins [10,11]. They were intended to be used for the 
restoration of anterior teeth. An experimental dimethacrylate monomer was synthesized by 
the reaction of bisphenol A and glycidyl methacrylate (Bowen, 1965b), to give 2,2-bis[p-(2'-
hydroxy-3'-methacryloxypropoxy) phenyl]-propane, or Bis-GMA [12].  
 
A RBC is then obtained by adding to a resin matrix composed of BisGMA and/or other 
organic monomers different inorganic glass or ceramic reinforcing filler particles, and 
initiators that cause the monomers to polymerize. Other additives are used to stabilize the 
resin matrix until its hardening is desired (polymerization inhibitors), to improve adhesive 
bonding between the resin and the filler particle surfaces (silane coupling agents), to match 
the tooth color (pigments) and to reduce discoloration of the resin subsequent to aging 
(stabilizers).  
RBCs containing a BIS-GMA resin matrix showed ever-increasing use after their introduction 
[13], due to a broad range of application in both anterior and posterior teeth [14], superior 
aesthetic properties [15], and ease of handling [16]. The need for a functional and esthetic 
alternative to amalgam fillings lead to the development and improvement of RBCs also for 
the fillings of posterior teeth (Fig.1.). They are now used for a variety of applications in 
dentistry, including but not limited to restorative materials, cavity liners, pit and fissure 
sealants, cores and buildups, inlays, onlays, crowns, provisional restorations, cements for 
single or multiple tooth prostheses and orthodontic devices, endodontic sealers, and root canal 
posts [14]. As a consequence of their very high versatility, the use of these materials continues 
to grow both in frequency and application, also evolving as material composition [14]. 
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Fig.1. SEM image of a RBC 
surface. The nano-scale filler 
particles are visible. 
 
1.3.1. Properties of nanofilled resin-based dental composites 
The most recent innovation regarding the composition of the fillers of a RBC has been the 
development of ―nanofill‖ composites, that is RBCs containing nanoscale particles (Fig.1.). 
Most manufacturers have modified the formulations of 
their RBCs to include more nanoparticles [3], and 
mixtures of nanofillers with particles of higher 
dimensions or pre-polymerized resin fillers, and have 
named this group ―nanohybrids‖ [6,7]. The addition of 
nanoparticulate fillers to RBCs brought enhancement 
not only to their mechanical properties, such as superior 
hardness, flexural strength and modulus of elasticity, 
but also to their aestethics and to their handling 
properties   [3,6,7]. 
 
1.3.2. Unsolved issues of resin-based dental composites 
Despite the huge advances in RBC technology, also thanks to nanofiller introduction, there 
are still limitations in their performances. One of the limitations is the contraction of the 
material during polymerization process, which in modern materials ranges from 1% to about 
2,5% [17,18]. Methacrylate monomers such as BisGMA occupy more space than the polymer 
network resulting from their chemical reaction. Moreover, during the polymerization reaction 
a gel point is reached in which the increasing stiffness of the structure prevents further elastic 
deformations in response to shrinkage. This process generates traction forces on the adhesive 
system used to bond the RBC restoration to tooth structures. These forces, called 
polymerization stress, can produce cusp deformation and hard tissue micro fractures if 
bonding forces are higher than the contraction stress, conversely they can cause the material 
detachment and de-bonding. This condition can lead to the loss of marginal seal between the 
restoration and the surrounding tissues [19,20]. In this way microgaps are formed which may 
create microenvironments that can enhance microbial colonization and secondary caries 
development [21-23]. Secondary caries is a recurrence of the primary lesion in the tissues 
immediately adjacent to a restoration. Its onset is driven by the presence of a cariogenic 
biofilm colonizing the surfaces of a restoration (Figs. 2. and 6.) [24-27]. 
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Fig.2. An example of the need for replacement of a RBC restoration due to secondary 
caries. It is noteworthy that the material used to restore the cavity left by carious processes 
needs to have both excellent mechanical and esthetic properties. In addition to that, it needs 
to positively interact with both host and biofilm in order to be able to prevent further 
secondary caries occurrence. 
 
The initial situation clearly shows the onset of secondary caries in the tissues surrounding 
the RBC. 
 
After proper isolation with dental dam, removing of the existing RBC and cleaning of the 
compromised tissues shows the real extent of the cavity.  
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The final restoration showing good esthetics and reproduction of the tooth structure and 
anatomy. 
Fig.3. Scheme illustrating the structure of a mature biofilm. Bacterial form mushroom-like 
structures which are firmly attached to the substrate and leave actively-controlled channels 
for nutrients to flow through and for metabolytes to be discarded.  
 
 
 
 
1.4. Biofilms 
Dental caries, one of the most widespread diseases affecting mankind, involve the adherence 
of bacteria and development of biofilms on both natural and restored tooth surfaces (Fig.3.) 
[28,29]. Within this context, a biofilm can be defined as an aggregate of micro-organisms in 
which cells adhere to each other and to a surface [30]. 
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1.4.1. Oral biofilms: formation and properties 
The survival of micro-organisms within the oral cavity is dependent on their ability to adhere 
to surfaces and subsequently develop into a biofilm, a process influenced by the physico-
chemical properties of the underlying surface [31]. On the tooth surface, the initial colonizers 
adhere to the acquired pellicle, a salivary or dietary-derived proteinaceous layer, which can 
then influence the subsequent sequence of microbial colonization [32]. The pellicle mediates 
the interactions among the solid tooth surface, oral fluids, and micro-organisms [31]. The 
presence of a pellicle will have a masking effect on these interactions, and this will be 
dependent upon the thickness of the pellicle. This has to be especially taken into account 
when considering the use of dental materials with their associated physico-chemical surface 
properties, including surface roughness and surface free energy. However, bacterial adhesion 
and retention of the bacterial biofilm are influenced to a large extent by long-range forces 
transferred through the pellicle layer [31]. 
The acquired pellicle also contains several antibacterial components such as secretory IgA 
and lysozyme and provides both barrier and buffering functions [33]. Both de- and 
remineralization processes of the teeth are also mediated by the pellicle. Many of the proteins 
that make up the pellicle act as receptors for the specific adherence of the pioneer bacterial 
species [33]. This layer is therefore of particular relevance for the interactions of both bacteria 
and nanoparticles with the tooth surface. The forces involved in the initial attachment of 
bacteria are key to their survival and subsequent growth of the biofilm. These forces can be 
separated into weaker long-range (> 50 nm) and stronger short-range (< 5 nm) interactions, 
which will have an impact on the success of antimicrobial measures on early biofilm 
development [34]. The major growth of dental plaque mass then occurs by bacterial cell 
division within the biofilm, rather than by co-aggregation at the surface of the developing 
biofilm [35]. The initial communities of bacteria found within the supragingival plaque 
biofilm are of a relatively low diversity in comparison with those present in the mature 
communities of both supragingival and subgingival plaque. The interactions among oral 
bacteria are integral to the development and maturation of the biofilm. Such interactions occur 
at several levels and include physical contact, metabolic exchange, molecule communication, 
and genetic material exchange. A key feature of interaction is the ability to co-aggregate [36], 
which is mediated by specific adhesins and receptors that occur on the surfaces of genetically 
distinct cell types (Fig.4.). Oral biofilms will accumulate on both the hard and soft tissues and 
are made up of a community of microbial species embedded in a matrix of bacterial 
components, salivary proteins/ peptides, and food debris [32]. Extracellular polymeric 
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Fig.4. 3D reconstruction from a confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM) field showing 
initial biofilm formation (CLSM functioning is described in Fig.17.). Live/ Dead stain is 
applied (Syto9/propidium iodide). Live bacteria exhibited green fluorescence, and bacteria 
with compromised membranes exhibited red fluorescence. Co-aggregation is clearly an 
important step in biofilm survival, since single, isolated microcolonies are more vulnerable 
than bigger ones. 
Magnification: 20x, the field size is 750 x 750µm. 
 
 
substances, produced by bacteria in a mature biofilm, contain large amounts of 
polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids. These maintain the structural integrity of 
the biofilm and provide an ideal matrix for bacterial cell growth and survival [37] (Fig.5.). 
The biofilm mode of growth is thus clearly distinguished from planktonic growth by several 
features, which include the resistance to antimicrobial agents at concentrations that approach 
1000 times greater than that required to kill planktonic micro-organisms [38]. 
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Fig.5. 3D CLSM reconstruction and higher magnification section of the matrix produced 
by mature biofilm. Viable bacterial cells are stained in green by Syto9 and extra-cellular 
matrix is stained in red by dextran conjugated Alexa Fluor 647. Bacterial microcolonies are 
surrounded by the matrix.  
Magnification: 20x, the field size is 750 x 750µm. The width of the section displayed 
below is 75µm. 
 
 
 
1.4.2. Oral biofilms and diseases 
Biofilms within the oral cavity are polymicrobial and exist primarily as biofilms on the 
surfaces of the teeth, prostheses, and mucosal surfaces [30, 32]. They are complex ecosystems 
which under health conditions are in equilibrium with the host. Shifts in this equilibrium can 
lead to dysbiosis [39] and to the subsequent onset of several localized diseases in the oral 
cavity, including dental caries, periodontal diseases, candidosis, and endodontic, orthodontic, 
and implant infections [30]. 
Dental caries is a destructive condition of the dental hard tissues that can progress to 
inflammation and death of vital pulp tissue, and, if untreated, may lead to the eventual spread 
of infection to the periapical area of the tooth and beyond [40]. The disease process involves 
acidogenic plaque bacteria, including Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans), Streptococcus 
sobrinus (S. sobrinus), and Lactobacillus spp. [41]. Among the species colonizing the 
cariogenic biofilm, S. mutans is considered the key etiological agent of the disease [42-45]. 
Cavities formed in the tooth structure as a result of dental caries disease are surgically treated 
by dental practitioners by eliminating the compromised tissues and by filling with a 
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Fig. 6. The diagram of secondary caries development in the tissues surrounding a RBC, 
starting from a cariogenic biofilm. 
 
restorative material, such as RBC. However, unfavorable biological interactions between the 
restorative material and the oral biofilm which covers both natural and artificial surfaces [27] 
are able to shift the equilibrium and cause the reappearance of this infectious process in the 
hard tissues close to a restoration. These interactions can therefore be seen as the key to 
understand the process of secondary caries development (Fig.6.), yet they are still poorly 
understood [28,46]. Both in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated that oral biofilm formation 
on RBC restorations is higher than that occurring on natural teeth surfaces or on the surfaces 
of restorations made of some other materials [28,29]. Thomas et al. [47] observed that RBC 
surfaces are deprived of the buffering effect obtained by calcium ions dissolution from the 
dental mineral matrix. The lack in buffering effect permits biofilms adherent to artificial 
surfaces to reach lower pH values for an extended period of time. This feature exposes the 
natural tissues surrounding a restoration to a much more intense demineralization challenge 
and is able to change the composition of the biofilm itself. It has been demonstrated that 
biofilms formed on RBCs are different from those formed on natural, sound hard tissues: they 
mainly contain microorganisms able to survive a highly acidic environment, such as 
streptococci and lactobacilli [48-50]. 
Most of the attempts to minimize biofilm formation on restoration surfaces have therefore 
focused on the development of materials and coatings featuring unfavorable conditions for 
adhesion and biofilm formation of oral microorganisms. 
 
1.5. Strategies for oral biofilm control using nanotechnology 
Issues surrounding the uptake and penetration of antimicrobial agents into biofilms are key 
considerations in the administration of therapeutics [51]. This is of particular importance 
within the oral cavity where these agents have to reach less accessible sites and act upon 
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biofilms which both actively and passively resist to diffusion of antimicrobials. Thus, there 
remains an interest in the development of plaque control measures that require a minimum of 
patient compliance and professional healthcare intervention 52. Within this context, 
antimicrobial nanoparticles may be of particular value [53,54]. The anti-caries potential of 
fluoride and other more conventional antimicrobial/antiplaque agents, which are mostly used 
in mouthwashes and toothpastes, have received the greatest attention to date [55]. However, 
the potential of nanoparticles as constituents of topical agents to control oral biofilms is now 
emerging as an area worthy of serious consideration. Thus, the main considerations are the 
physico-chemical characteristics of the particular nanoparticles used, including the surface 
charge and degree of hydrophobicity, the surface-area-to-mass ratio of the plaque biofilm, and 
the ability of the particles to adsorb to/be taken up at the biofilm surface. Within this context, 
nanoparticles are potentially useful because it is possible to alter their surface charge, 
hydrophobicity, and other physical and chemical characteristics [56]. Nanotherapeutics offer 
therefore the possibility to control the formation of oral biofilms through the use of 
nanoparticles with delivery, biocidal, anti-adhesive and bio-mimetic capabilities [53,54]. 
 
1.5.1. Bioactive materials with constant release 
The study of controlled release of drugs and other bioactive agents from devices based on 
copolymer systems has attracted many researchers from all over the world. The use of 
polymeric drug delivery devices in dentistry is a relatively new area of research which started 
in the early ‗90s, with an exception to the release of ions from polyalkenoate cements and 
their predecessors silicate cements, inhibiting secondary caries and promoting bone growth 
[57,58]. Recently, a few composite filling materials, the so-called ‗compomers‘ [59,60], some 
orthodontic adhesive resins containing fluorides [61], and a few methacrylate based 
copolymer systems [57] were reported to release fluoride ions in order to reduce dental caries. 
Fluoride is well documented as an anticariogenic agent. A variety of mechanisms are involved 
in the anticariogenic effects of fluoride, including the reduction of demineralization, the 
enhancement of remineralization, the interference of pellicle and plaque formation and, in 
particular, the inhibition of microbial growth and metabolism [62-64] (Fig.7.). Fluoride 
released from dental restorative materials affects caries formation through all these 
mechanisms and may therefore reduce or prevent demineralization and promote 
remineralization of dental hard tissues. 
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Fig.7. CLSM image and diagram depicting biofilm growing on the surfaces of a dental 
material constantly releasing a biocide. In this case, the material is a glass-ionomer cement 
which releases fluoride. It can be seen that fluoride release randomly kills a low amount of 
bacterial cells inside the biofilm.  
 
There are several fluoride-containing dental restoratives available in the market today, 
including glass-ionomers, resin-modified glass-ionomer cements, polyacid-modified 
composites (compomers), composites and amalgams. Due to their different matrices and 
setting mechanisms, the products vary in their ability to release fluoride. However, the 
antibacterial and cariostatic properties of restoratives are often associated with the amount of 
fluoride released. It appears that the release of fluoride from RBCs is too low to have a 
significant effect on cariogenic biofilms [65] In fact, clinical studies have failed to prove a 
significant antimicrobial effect of fluoride-releasing dental materials, in spite of the promising 
data gathered in vitro [66]. Much of the current work on nanoparticle release from dental 
materials for oral biofilm control is using in vitro methodologies, because concerns regarding 
nanoparticle biocompatibility have not been fully addressed yet. In fact, the optimum amount 
of nanoparticles used within polymer materials such as RBCs may be of critical importance, 
to avoid an adverse effect upon the physical properties of these materials. 
1.5.2. Bioactive materials with contact-killing activity 
Huge efforts are also currently made to develop dental materials possessing antibacterial 
properties [67,68] by using contact-active systems [69], where the antimicrobial agent is 
firmly incorporated within the matrix of the material and is not supposed to be released. The 
investigation of polymeric antimicrobial agents represents a new and important direction that 
has developed in the field of antimicrobial agents [70,71]. Surface modification that 
effectively kills microbes without releasing a biocide represents a modern approach towards 
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Fig.8. CLSM image and diagram showing biofilm formed on the surfaces of a dental 
material firmly incorporating a biocide. In this case, the material is an experimental resin 
containing a very acidic and biocidal monomer. It can be seen that the surface of the 
material is able to kill almost any cell coming into contact with it.  
 
permanently sterile materials. Nevertheless this goal seems to be hardly obtainable in the oral 
environment where biofilms are known to be able to colonize any natural or artificial surface 
if enough time is given. The reason why a contact-active biomaterial may be successful is 
because it is able to inactivate microorganisms directly upon contact (Fig.8.), without 
releasing compounds that might be toxic not only to bacteria but also to mammalian cells.  
A contact active surface can be obtained for example through the co-polymerization of 
biocidal compounds inside the matrix of RBCs or by chemical grafting of antimicrobial 
polymers or carriers, thus obtaining a coating for dental materials. Few studies evaluated 
antibacterial coatings in the dental field [72-74]. In particular, silver-based coatings are 
becoming increasingly interesting as antimicrobial agent incorporated in dental materials, 
especially in the form of nanoparticles [53,75-77].  
 
1.5.3. Anti-adhesive surfaces 
Although RBCs with contact-killing surfaces and materials featuring a long-term release of 
antimicrobial agents are currently being developed [66,67], biofilm formation on the surface 
of conventional RBCs can also be modulated by an optimization of their surface properties in 
order to obtain surfaces with reduced biofilm development [78]. The conventional wisdom is 
that a reduction of surface roughness and surface free energy of a dental material leads to a 
decrease in microbial adherence and biofilm formation [79,80]. However, modern 
commercially available RBCs already yield a surface roughness that is by far lower than the 
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commonly accepted threshold value at 0.2 µm [79,81], suggesting that this surface parameter 
does not further impact biofilm formation. Despite of similar surface roughness and surface 
free energy, a recent study identified differences in viable microbial biomass on the surface of 
commercially available RBCs [82]. This phenomenon has been attributed to different degrees 
of resin matrix exposure on the various RBCs employed, which has recently been supported 
by another study investigating biofilm formation on the surface of experimental RBCs with 
increasing filler fractions [83]. These results suggest that surface parameters such as the 
chemical composition and topography might be key parameters for optimizing the surface 
properties of RBCs in order to reduce biofilm formation on their surfaces. 
 
1.5.4. Biomimetic materials and biofilm control 
It is hypothesized that, prior to the less abrasive diet of modern times, nano-sized crystallites 
were found within the oral cavity as a result of physiological wear to the enamel surface due 
to dental abrasion and attrition [84]. These crystallites may then have acted to promote re-
mineralization and control biofilm formation at the tooth surface. Recently, the application of 
nano-scaled hydroxyapatite particles has been shown to affect oral biofilm formation and 
provide a re-mineralization capability [85,86]. Biomimetic approaches, based upon 
hydroxyapatite nanocrystals which resemble the structure at the nano-scale of abraded dental 
enamel crystallites, should allow adsorbed particles to interact with bacterial adhesins, reduce 
bacterial adherence, and hence have an impact on biofilm formation [87].  
 
1.5.5. Choosing the best antimicrobial approach 
As previously discussed, materials constantly releasing biocidal agents can be an effective 
way of fighting against pathogenic biofilms. However, there are concerns about the real rate 
of biocidal release: this kind of material typically releases a great amount of active principle 
in the first hours or days after placement (the so-called burst effect) then the release slowly 
decreases until no active principle is leaching. There are also concerns regarding the 
possibility for a constant releasing material to leach nanoparticles which may easily pass the 
tissue and cellular barriers and concentrate in different tissues, mainly brain, lungs and 
circulatory system thus causing accumulation diseases. For these reasons a material 
possessing bioactive properties thanks to nanoparticles firmly incorporated inside its 
formulation and acting by contact may be preferred (Fig.9.) [8]. An exception to materials 
with constant release technology may be biomimetic materials, which provide the ―building 
blocks‖ to the organism, such as precursors of hydroxyapatite to remineralize tooth and bone 
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Fig.9. Checklist illustrating the supporting and opposing arguments regarding RBC 
featuring nanotechnologies for controlled release or contact active systems. 
 
structures and may therefore be considered as safe despite a projected release of 
nanoparticles. 
 
In conclusion, contact-active, anti-adhesive and biomimetic materials have promising 
possibilities in modulating biofilm formation on their surfaces, and therefore it was decided to 
explore all these approaches by developing experimental RBCs possessing these properties. 
 
1.6. Aim of the PhD thesis 
The aim of this PhD thesis was to explore the use of nanotechnologies in order to synthesize, 
evaluate and optimize the formulation of resin-based dental materials aimed at successfully 
controlling oral biofilms development and the interactions between biofilms and host. 
Accordingly, the final aim is to advance research in the effort of synthesizing a material able 
to prevent the occurrence of secondary caries. 
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2. Experiments 
A series of studies was made following all three promising research fields already mentioned 
in the introduction, that is the development of a contact-killing antibacterial material, of an 
anti-adhesive material and of a biomimetic material.  
Regarding the first research field (cfr. 2.1.), a lactose-modified Chitosan carrier for silver 
nanoparticles was developed and used first as an aqueous solution (cfr. 2.1.1.) then as a 
coating for resin-based dental materials (cfr. 2.1.2.) in order to study the antibacterial 
behavior of a novel material possessing contact-killing properties. 
Considering the second research field, experimental resin-based dental materials differing in 
their compositions were extensively studied (cfr. 2.2.), hypothesizing that biofilm formation 
on the experimental materials may show a dependency on their surface characteristics and 
nanotexture. In this sense, the anti-adhesive properties of these materials were evaluated as a 
possible effective way to control biofilm formation without the need of biocidal agents.  
The third research field evaluated the possibility that biomimetic materials (designed to 
positively interact with dental hard tissues) may have to control oral biofilms, without the 
need for specifically biocidal agents (cfr. 2.3.).  
 
2.1. Developing resin-based dental composites with contact-killing surfaces 
The reasons why a contact-killing material may be successful over other antimicrobial 
strategies based on biocidal nanoparticles has already been addressed in the introduction (cfr. 
1.5.6.). Here the possibility of obtaining this type of  material using a lactose-modified 
Chitosan carrier incorpor silver nanoparticles is described. 
Among polymeric biomaterials, chitosan is being widely employed for various applications 
like drug delivery, wound dressings and tissue engineering [88-90]. To improve its pH-
dependent solubility and to endow it with cell-specific molecular signals, chitosan has been 
functionalized with lactose side groups and the resulting modified molecule, Chitlac, showed 
promising outcomes in biomaterials research [91-93]. Although chitosan possesses 
acknowledged antibacterial properties [94] mainly due to its policationic structure [95], these 
properties are affected by the degree of substitution of disaccharides and by the type of 
disaccharide present in the molecule [96]. A study on the effect upon oral biofilms of aqueous 
solutions of ChitLac blended with silver nanoparticles (nAg) was preliminarily performed in 
order to find the best concentration and ratio of chitlac/nAg to be used with a RBC. 
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Fig.10. Diagram showing the interactions between 
metal nanoparticles (such as silver nanoparticles) and 
the lipid bilayer constituting a cell membrane. 
Adapted from Nel et al. [56]. 
 
2.1.1. Chitlac solutions incorporating silver nanoparticles modulate Streptococcus 
mutans adhesion and biofilm formation 
The biocidal effectiveness of silver nanoparticles has been suggested to be due to both their 
size and high surface-to-volume ratio. Such characteristics allow them to interact closely with 
microbial membranes, rather than the effect being due solely to the release of metal ions 
[56,75] (Fig.10.). Metal and other 
nanoparticles are now being 
combined with polymers or coated 
onto surfaces which may have a 
variety of potential antimicrobial 
applications within the oral cavity 
(cfr.1.5.2.). 
The aim of this study was to 
determine the influence of Chitlac-
nAg solutions on in vitro Strep. 
mutans adhesion and early biofilm 
formation. The null hypothesis 
was that Chitlac-nAg will not 
significantly modify Strep. mutans 
adhesion and biofilm formation. 
 
 
 
2.1.1.1. Materials and methods 
Specimens preparation 
All materials and reagents for the specimen preparation were obtained by Sigma-Aldrich 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) unless otherwise specified. 
 
Chitlac solution 
A lactose derivative of a highly deacetylated chitosan, Chitlac (1-Deoxylactit-1-ylchitosan, 
CAS registry number 85941-43-1), was prepared as described elsewhere [92]. Briefly, 300 mg 
of a highly deacetylated chitosan (residual acetylation degree approximately 11%) was 
dissolved in 21 ml of a 1:1 mixture of methanol and 1% acetic acid (pH 4.5); 12 ml of the 
same methanol/acetic acid mixture containing 1.6 g of lactose and 660 mg of sodium 
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Fig.12. Scheme illustrating the 
nitrogen atoms provided by the 
polymeric chains of Chitlac for the 
coordination and stabilization of silver 
nanoparticles. 
 
 
Fig.11. Scheme illustrating the synthesis of chitlac by N-
alkylation of chitosan with lactose. 
 
cyanoborohydride was then added. (Fig.11.). The solution was stirred for 24 h at room 
temperature and after dilution 
with water (30 ml), 
exhaustively dialysed against 
deionized water. The polymer 
solution was filtered through 
0.45 µm Millipore filters 
(Millipore Corp, Tokyo, 
Japan), then freeze-dried.  
 
 
 
Chitlac–silver nanoparticles (Chitlac-nAg) colloidal solution 
Silver nanoparticles were obtained by reducing 
silver ions with ascorbic acid in Chitlac solutions 
according to the following procedures [97]: 
Chitlac polymer was dissolved in deionized 
water at the concentration of 4 g/l then the 
solution was divided into three beakers. AgNO3 
was added to the chitlac solutions in order to 
achieve final AgNO3 concentrations of 1, 2 and 5 
mM, then ascorbic acid (C6H8O6) solutions were 
added to a final concentration of 0.5, 1 and 2,5 
mM, respectively. After 4 h, a yellow-orange 
stable colloidal solution was obtained (Fig.12.).  
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Fig.13.  
Experimental solutions. 
 
 
Experimental solutions preparation 
The following test solutions were prepared by mixing the Chitlac solutions with bacterial 
growth medium (Brain Heart Infusion broth, BHI, BD Diagnostics-Difco, Franklin Lakes, NJ, 
USA): 
Group 1: 2% Chitlac solution in BHI; 
Group 2: 2% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (1mM nAg) 
Group 3: 2% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (2 mM nAg) 
Group 4: 2% Chitlac-nAg solution  in BHI (5 mM nAg) 
Group 5: 10% Chitlac solution in BHI 
Group 6: 10% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (1 mM nAg) 
Group 7: 10% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (2 mM nAg) 
Group 8: 10% Chitlac-nAg solution  in BHI (5 mM nAg) 
Group 9: 20% Chitlac solution in BHI 
Group 10: 20% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (1 mM nAg) 
Group 11: 20% Chitlac-nAg solution in BHI (2 mM nAg) 
Group 12: 20% Chitlac-nAg solution  in BHI (5 mM nAg) 
Group 13: BHI solution without any addition (negative 
control) 
 
Each group consisted of 24 samples. Solutions were sterilized by filtration (0,2 µm Millipore 
filter, Millipore Corp, Tokyo, Japan) then stored at 2°C until use.  
 
Bacteria 
Streptococcus mutans ATCC 35668 was cultured on Mitis Salivarius Bacitracin agar. The 
plates were incubated for 48 h at 37°C in a 5% supplemented CO2 environment and a pure 
suspension of the microorganism in BHI (Brain Heart Infusion) additioned with 1% sucrose 
was obtained from these plates after an incubation of 12 h at 37°C in a 5% supplemented CO2 
environment. S. mutans cells were harvested by centrifugation (2,200 rpm, 19°C, 5 min), 
washed twice with PBS and resuspended in the same buffer. The cell suspension was 
subsequently subjected to low intensity ultrasonic energy (Sonifier model B-150; Branson, 
Danbury, CT, USA; operating at 7-W energy output for 30s) in order to disperse bacterial 
chains, then the suspension was adjusted to a value of 1.0 on McFarland scale, which 
corresponds to a microbial concentration of approximately 3.0 x 10
8
 cells/mL. 
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Microbiological procedures 
Two hundred µl of the test solutions from each group and 20 µl of Strep. mutans suspension 
in early log phase were placed in the wells of 96-well tissue-culture treated polystyrene plates 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.). The plates were incubated at 37°C in a 5% 
supplemented CO2 environment for either 2h (12 samples/group) or 24h (12 samples/group).  
 
MTT assay 
Two starter MTT stock solutions were prepared by dissolving 5 mg/mL 3-(4,5)-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide in sterile PBS, and  0.3 mg/mL of N-
methylphenazonium methyl sulphate (PMS) in sterile PBS. The solutions were stored at 2°C 
in light-proof vials until the day of the experiment, when a fresh measurement solution (FMS) 
was made by mixing 1 mL of MTT stock solution, 1 mL of PMS stock solution and 8 mL of 
sterile PBS. A lysing solution (LS) was prepared by dissolving 10% v/v of sodium dodecyl 
sulphate (SDS) and 50% v/v of dimethylformamide (DMF) in distilled water. 
At the end of the incubation period, the suspension was removed from the wells by gentle 
aspiration. The wells were then carefully washed three times with sterile PBS in order to 
remove non-adherent cells. After that, the plates underwent MTT assay for the evaluation of 
adherent, viable biomass as follows: 100 µl of FMS were pipetted into each well and the 
plates were incubated for 1h at 37 °C in light-proof conditions. During incubation, microbial 
redox systems from metabolically active living bacterial cells reduced the yellow salt to 
insoluble purple formazan crystals. After that, the unreacted FMS was gently removed from 
the wells by aspiration and the formazan crystals were then dissolved by adding 100 µl of LS 
into each well and further incubating for 1h at room temperature in light-proof conditions. 90  
µl of the suspension were then removed from each well and optical density (at 550 nm) was 
measured with a spectrophotometer (Genesys 10-S, Thermo Spectronic, Rochester, NY, 
USA). 
 
Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using JMP 10.0 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). 
Homogeneity of variances was preliminarily checked and verified using Bartlett‘s test. One-
way ANOVA was employed to investigate differences in viable biomass OD values between 
the experimental groups, and Student–Newman–Keuls post-hoc paired test was employed to 
analyze significant differences whenever ANOVA yielded significant results. The level of 
significance (α) was set to .05. 
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2.1.1.2. Results 
Adhesion 
Results of the MTT assay for adhesion are displayed in Fig.14.  
 
Fig.14. S. mutans adhesion to tissue-culture treated polystyrene surfaces  after 2 h in the 
presence of the different solutions tested. Data are presented as means ± SE. The red, dashed 
line provides immediate confrontation with the control solution. 
 
After 2h, Strep. mutans adhesion was significantly higher to samples treated with Chitlac 
solutions than to the control solution. All the Chitlac-nAg solutions in BHI (2%, 10% or 20%) 
showed no significant differences with the corresponding Chitlac solutions (Groups 1, 5, 9). 
Chitlac-nAg with 5mM nAg concentration (Groups 4, 8, 12) significantly promoted adhesion 
when compared to Chitlac-nAg with 1 and 2 mM nAg concentration (Groups 2,3,6,7, 10, 11) 
and Chitlac solutions (Groups 1, 5, 9).  
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Biofilm formation 
Results of the MTT assay for biofilm formation are displayed in Fig.15.  
 
Fig.15. S. mutans biofilm formation to tissue-culture treated polystyrene surfaces after 24 h in 
the presence of the different solutions tested. Data are presented as means ± 1 SE. The red, 
dashed line provides immediate confrontation with the control solution. 
 
After 24h, Strep. mutans biofilm formation in the 2% and 10% Chitlac solutions showed no 
significant differences with the control group (Group 13).  
The Chitlac-nAg solutions significantly promoted biofilm formation, with the exception of 
2mM concentration of nAg (Group 11) and 5mM concentration of nAg (Group 12). The first 
one showed no significant differences compared to the control group (group 13) whilst the 
second one significantly reduced biofilm formation.  
 
2.1.1.3. Discussion and conclusions. 
This study evaluated the effect of solutions containing Chitlac with or without different 
concentrations of silver nanoparticles, on Strep. mutans adhesion and early biofilm formation. 
After 2h incubation, the Chitlac solutions tested significantly promoted bacterial adhesion. 
Chitlac has been previously tested in the aggregation of porcine articular chondrocytes [92], 
where it was demonstrated that the interaction between the engineered material and the cells 
is mediated by galectin-1, which specifically recognizes the galactose inserted as side-chain 
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into the chitosan backbone [93]. It might be acknowledged that the Chitlac molecule promotes 
Strep. mutans adhesion with a similar mechanism, and further studies are needed to assess this 
possibility. Furthermore, an increase in bacterial adhesion in the Chitlac-nAg solutions 
compared with Chitlac solutions was demonstrated, regardless of the Chitlac mixing ratio 
with culture broth (2%, 10% or 20%). These results are in contrast with the well documented 
antibacterial activity of nAg [53,75,97,98]. Particularly, Travan et al. [98] demonstrated that 
after a 2h-treatment with Chitlac-nAg solutions of S. epidermidis, E. coli, S. aureus, and P. 
aeruginosa cultures, a complete inactivation of bacterial cells was demonstrated. Considering 
the differences in the experimental setup and in the bacteria spp. used, the differences 
highlighted with this study may be explained with the differences in Chitlac-nAg solutions. 
The solutions used in this study in fact were much more diluted than those used by Travan et 
al., (80% Chitlac-nAg and 20% broth) and therefore a decrease in nAg activity can be 
expected. A possible interference of silver nanoparticles with absorbance (OD) readings may 
be excluded since the chitlac-nAg solutions in the growth medium used to evaluate bacterial 
adhesion were discarded after the incubation time, the plates were rinsed and the lysing 
solution used to dissolve the formazan crystals was transferred to another plate.  
After 24h incubation, it can be seen that silver nanoparticles activity against biofilm formation 
is directly proportional to their concentration: this relationship was demonstrated for 20% 
Chitlac-nAg solutions. Lower Chitlac concentrations provided no significant effect in this 
sense. The solution containing the highest nAg concentration (Group 12) showed the best 
performances in counteracting biofilm formation. Since Group 12 showed no statistical 
differences in the viable biomass values between 2h and 24h incubation times, it can be 
presumed that the 5mM concentration of nAg in a 0,2% Chitlac solution, when added to a 
ratio of 20% to culture broth, did not prevent Strep. mutans adhesion but effectively inhibited 
further biofilm development. 
The null hypothesis that Chitlac-nAg does not significantly modify Strep. mutans adhesion 
and biofilm formation can therefore be rejected, since addition of the tested solutions 
interfered both with the adhesion and the biofilm formation of the tested bacterial strain.  
In conclusion and within the limitations of this first study, it can be assumed that there are two 
effects of Chitlac-nAg solutions on Strep. mutans adhesion and biofilm formation, taking 
place simultaneously. The first effect, predominant in the adhesion phase and most likely due 
to the Chitlac molecule, consists of an increase in bacterial adhesion. The other effect 
becomes predominant during biofilm development and is due to silver nanoparticles which, in 
the highest concentrations tested (Group 12), are able to inhibit biofilm development. 
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2.1.2. Silver–polysaccharide antimicrobial nanocomposite coating for resin-based 
dental materials reduces Streptococcus mutans biofilm formation 
Following the results of the previous study (cfr. 2.1.1.) and further developing the idea of a 
material possessing contact-killing activity (cfr. 1.5.2.), the possibility of coating methacrylic 
resin specimens with a Chitlac-nAg layer was explored. This possibility showed solid in vitro 
and in vivo results in literature [97-99]. The coating was able to confer antibacterial properties 
to a resin blend which is commonly used as the main ingredient for the resin matrix of dental 
RBCs and for dentin-bonding agents [12,100]. However, no data was available regarding the 
antibacterial activity of a Chitlac-nAg coating on the development of oral biofilms.  
The aim of this study was to determine the influence of a Chitlac-nAg coating for 
BisGMA/TEGDMA methacrylic specimens on in vitro Streptococcus mutans monospecific 
biofilm formation using a continuous culture bioreactor. The study was designed to challenge 
the specimens with a biofilm developed inside a continuous-flow bioreactor system which 
represents a more accurate simulation of the in vivo conditions, thus overcoming some of the 
limitations of the previously described study (cfr. 2.1.1.). 
The null hypotheses of this study were that: (i) no differences are found in biofilm formation 
between coated (test) and non-coated (control) resin specimens; (ii) the assumptions in (i) are 
confirmed after extensively rinsing the specimens. 
 
2.1.2.1. Materials and methods 
Specimens preparation 
All materials and reagents for the specimen preparation were obtained by Sigma-Aldrich 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) unless otherwise specified. 
The chitlac solution and the chitlac–silver nanoparticles (Chitlac-nAg) colloidal solutions 
were obtained as already specified (cfr. 2.1.1.1). 
 
BisGMA/TEGDMA specimens  
A mixture of 2,2-bis[4-(2-hydroxy-3-methacryloylpropoxy)]-phenyl propane (BisGMA, 70% 
w/w) and triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA, 28,75%  w/w) was obtained under 
vigorous stirring at 37°C. Camphorquinone (0.25% w/w) and 2-dimethylamino 
ethylmethacrylate (DMAEMA, 1%  w/w) were added and the solution was protected from 
light and degassed for 12 h in a vacuum oven at 40 °C. The solution was poured in Teflon 
moulds (diameter = 6 mm, h = 1.5 mm) and the wells were covered with a PET film. Each 
well was light-cured with a hand-held device (Spectrum 800, Dentsply International Inc., 
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York, PA, U.S.A.) for 120 s at a power level of 800 mW/cm
2
. A total of 80 specimens were 
obtained using this process. Specimens were then stored for 24h at room temperature under 
light-proof conditions in order to allow the polymerization process to be completed. After 
that, specimens were rinsed for 7days under running tap water to ensure most of 
unpolymerized monomers to leach out, then they were polished using 1200 grit grinding 
paper (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) on a polishing machine (Motopol 8; Buehler, 
Düsseldorf, Germany); the mean surface roughness (SR) of the specimens was Ra = 0.16 µm. 
According to Bollen et al., SR values were lower than a threshold Ra of 0.2 µm and therefore 
could not be responsible for influencing biofilm formation [81]. 
 
Surface activation of the BisGMA/TEGDMA specimens  
In order to expose on the surface of the material COO
-
 functional groups by hydrolysis of the 
methacrylate esters, the specimens were immersed in HCl 12 M at 80°C for 7 h. After that, 
the specimens were removed, rinsed twice with deionized water (50ml), with NaOH 0.1 M 
(50 ml) then with water again (50 ml) and finally air-dried overnight [35]. 
 
Coating of the specimen surface with Chitlac or Chitlac-nAg 
The activated specimens were divided into 5 groups (26 specimens per group), immersed for 
24 h in wells containing phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Group 1, control group), 4 g/1 
Chitlac (Group 2) or 4 g/1 Chitlac additioned with 1, 2, or 5mM nAg (Groups 3-5, 
respectively). The specimens were subsequently rinsed in deionized water for 60 min under 
agitation, then dried under hood overnight. In each Group, specimens were randomly divided 
into two sub-groups, and (non-rinsed, storage time=0, n=13) received no further treatment or 
(rinsed, storage time=7d, n=13) were stored in a pool under running tap water. The non-rinsed 
specimens from Group1 served as a control group (Group 1N) for all the other experimental 
groups. 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
For a morphological examination of the coating and in particular of the silver nanoparticles 
distribution and the effect of the rinsing procedures on the coating itself, two specimens per 
each group and sub-group were coated with carbon using a Balzers Med 010 Multicoating 
System (Bal- 
Tec AG, Liechtenstein). Specimen analysis was performed using a Field-Emission SEM (FE-
SEM, JSM 890, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 7 kV and 1x10
-12
 A. For each specimen, images 
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were obtained from four randomly selected fields at medium (2.000x) and high (25.000x-
70.000x) magnification. Images were acquired using both secondary electrons mode for 
morphological assessment, and backscattered electrons mode in order to highlight the silver 
nanoparticles embedded into the coating layer. Silver, being the only element with high 
atomic number present on the specimen surfaces, was in fact easily detectable using this 
technique. 
 
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis (EDS) 
For surface chemical composition determination, a SEM microscope equipped with an EDS 
probe (Quanta 250 FEI with EDAX probe, Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used to analyze three 
specimens per each group and sub-group. The accelerating voltage varied between 10 and 
30kV, both spot-size and fullframe acquisition were made at a varying timefrom 5 to 15min.  
 
Microbiological procedures 
All the culture media were obtained from Becton-Dickinson (BD Diagnostics-Difco, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ, U.SA). 
 
Bacteria 
A pure Streptococcus mutans suspension in PBS was obtained as specified in the previous 
study (cfr. 2.1.1.1).  
 
Saliva collection 
Paraffin-stimulated saliva from three healthy donors was used in this study. Saliva was 
collected in chilled test-tubes, pooled, heated at 60 °C for 30 min to inactivate endogenous 
enzymes and then centrifuged (12,000×g) for 15 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was transferred 
in sterile 10 ml tubes, then stored at -20 °C. Immediately before starting the experimental 
session, saliva was thawed at 37 °C for 1h.  
 
Modified drip-flow biofilm bioreactor (MDFR) 
The MDFR applied in the present study was a modification of a commercially available Drip 
Flow Reactor (DFR 110; BioSurface Technologies, Bozeman, MT, USA). The modified 
design enabled the placement of customized specimen-trays on the bottom of the flow cells 
and the complete immersion of the surfaces of the specimens into the surrounding flowing 
medium (Fig.16.). All remaining specimens (n=8 specimens per each group and sub-group) 
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Fig.16. Diagram illustrating the MDFR system and its mode of functioning. A peristaltic 
pump is used to create a continuous flow of nutrients through the flow-cells of the 
bioreactor, allowing for biofilm formation on the surfaces of the experimental specimens. 
The sustem simulates the permanence of the specimens in the oral environment under 
controlled conditions and is state of the art for reproducing oral biofilms in vitro. 
 
were placed in Teflon trays which fixed the specimens tightly and exposed their surfaces to 
the surrounding medium; the trays were fixed on the bottom of each flow chamber of the 
MDFR. All tubing and specimen-containing trays were sterilized before the beginning of 
biofilm formation using a chemiclave with hydrogen peroxide gas plasma technology 
(Sterrad; ASP, Irvine, CA, USA). By limiting the maximum temperature to 45°C, heat-related 
damage of the specimens or their coating was avoided. The whole MDFR was then assembled 
inside a sterile hood and transferred into a thermostat in order to operate under a standardized 
temperature of 37°C.  
 
The surfaces of the specimens in each flow-cell were covered with thawed sterile saliva. Time 
was allowed (4h) for a salivary pellicle to form on the specimen surfaces, then each flow-cell 
was gently rinsed with sterile PBS. S. mutans monospecific biofilm development was 
obtained on the surfaces of the specimens by inoculating 10 ml of the previously obtained S. 
mutans cell suspension in early log phase into each flow-cell in order to allow bacterial 
adhesion to the surfaces of the specimens. After 4 h, a multichannel, computer-controlled 
peristaltic pump (RP-1; Rainin, Emeryville, CA, USA) was turned on to provide a constant 
flow of nutrient medium through the flow cells. The growth medium consisted of TSB 
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(Tryptic Soy Broth), diluted 1:25 (1.2 g/l) and supplemented with 1% sucrose [101]; the flow 
rate through each of the cells was set to 9.6 ml/h.  Viable biomass developed on the surface of 
the specimens was assessed after a 48 h incubation period using a colorimetric technique 
(MTT assay). 
 
Viable biomass assessment (MTT assay) 
Test reagents for the MTT assay were prepared as specified previously (cfr. 2.1.1.1. MTT 
assay). After 48 h of incubation in the MDFR, the flow of nutrient broth to the flow chambers 
was stopped, the chambers were opened, and the trays containing the specimens were 
carefully removed and immediately placed in dishes containing sterile PBS at 37 °C. The 
specimens were gently removed from the tray, carefully passed into another dish with sterile 
PBS at 37 °C in order to remove non-adhered cells, and finally transferred into 48-well plates. 
Three hundred microlitres of FMS solution were added to each well, and the plates were 
incubated for 3 h at 37 °C under light-proof conditions. 
The FMS solution was then gently removed and the formazan crystals were dissolved by 
adding 200 µL of LS to each well. The plates were stored for an additional 1 h under light-
proof conditions at room temperature and then 100 µL of the solution was transferred into the 
wells of 96-well plates. The absorbance of the solution was measured using a 
spectrophotometer (Genesys 10-S) at a wavelength of 550 nm; results were expressed as 
optical density (OD) units. 
 
Confocal Laser-Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) 
Eight disks (uncoated specimens, diameter = 14 mm, h = 2.5 mm) were obtained as 
previously described and 50% of the surface of the disks was activated, then coated  with one 
of the following test solutions: Chitlac (n=8) or Chitlac + 5mM nAg  (n=8). Half of the disks 
from each Group underwent the already described rinsing procedures, then Strep. mutans 
biofilm formation was obtained on their surfaces for 48 h as previously described. After the 
incubation period, they were processed for CLSM to assess a morphological evaluation of the 
biofilm development on their surfaces, as follows. After the specified incubation time in the 
MDFR (t=48 h), specimens were gently removed from the flow-cells and gently rinsed twice 
with sterile PBS. They were subsequently stained using the FilmTracer™ LIVE/DEAD® 
Biofilm Viability Kit for microscopy (Invitrogen Ltd., Paisley, UK). The fluorescence from 
stained bacterial cells adherent to the test samples was observed using a CLSM (Leica TCS 
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Fig.17. Diagram illustrating the mode of 
functioning of CLSM. A laser beam is 
used to scan at a precise depth the 
specimen, thus acquiring a picture 
representing a slice of the specimen at a 
specified depth. The signal is obtained by 
the emission of fluorophores which are 
excited by the specific wavelength of the 
laser beam. After that, the beam is 
focalized at a greater depth and slices are 
progressively acquired until a stack of 
pictures is obtained. Computer softwares 
allow for 3D reconstructions and 
rendering of the whole volume acquired. 
 
SP5, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) immediately after the staining procedures. Four 
randomly selected image stack sections were recorded for each biofilm specimen.  
Confocal images were obtained using a dry 20x 
(NA=0,7) objective and digitalized using the 
Leica Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence 
Software (LAS-AF, Leica microsystems, 
Wetzlar, Germany), at a resolution of 
2048x2048 pixels, with a zoom factor of 1.0 at a 
scan speed of 400Hz. Three channels were 
acquired: one was excited at 405nm and 
observed at 420-470 nm in order to digitally 
subtract in post-processing the autofluorescence 
signal of the resin surfaces; the other two 
channels were excited at 488nm wavelength and 
emission was observed at 500-570nm (green 
channel, live bacteria) and 610-760nm (red 
channel, dead bacteria). After that, for each 
image stack section, 3D-rendering 
reconstructions were obtained using ImageJ and 
COMSTAT softwares.  
 
Statistical analysis 
All statistical analyses were performed using statistical software (JMP 10.0, SAS Institute, 
Cary, NC, USA); means and standard errors (SE) were calculated from the raw data. Normal 
distribution of data set was checked prior to further analysis using the Shapiro-Wilk test and 
homogeneity of variances was confirmed using Bartlett‘s test. Two-way ANOVA model was 
performed considering the specimen coating and the rinsing procedure as fixed factors, and 
Student-Neumann-Keuls post-hoc test was used to assess differences between groups; the 
level of significance (α) was set to α<0.05. 
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2.1.2.2. Results 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Images of the coating acquired with the FESEM microscope are displayed in Panels 1 and 2. 
FESEM analysis showed that neat resin surfaces appeared very rough in each specimen due to 
the finishing procedures (Panel 1A,B and Panel 2A). In the Chitlac Group 2N (Panel 1C) a 
thin layer of coating can be seen homogeneously covering the resin surfaces. The non-rinsed, 
1mM and 2mM nAg-additioned Chitlac Groups (3N and 4N, Panel 1D and E, respectively) 
showed the presence of finely dispersed nanoparticles having a mean diameter of about 40-
50nm, which in some rare cases aggregated in larger particles of about 100-120nm. All 
nanoparticles were embedded into the coating layer. The 3N and 4N Groups showed a very 
similar amount of nanoparticles present on specimens surfaces. The 5mM nAg-additioned 
Chitlac Group (5N) showed the same characteristics as 3N and 4N, but the amount of 
nanoparticles present on the surface of 5N was visibly much higher, to a ratio of about 10:1 
with respect to 3N and 4N (Panel 1F). When observing the surfaces after the rinsing 
procedures (Panel 2), it can be seen that in all test groups the Chitlac coating was still present 
but appeared much thinner than in the non-rinsed groups. All the rinsed Groups additioned 
with nAg (3R to 5R) showed similar characteristics of nanoparticle presence as their non-
rinsed counterparts, demonstrating that the rinsing procedures did not effectively remove the 
nanoparticles from the surface. However, after rinsing procedures the nanoparticles were 
found to agglomerate in clusters and microspheres of up to 1µm diameter (Panel 2C-F). 
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Panel 1. FESEM microscopy images of non-rinsed specimen surfaces. The images are 
obtained as superimposition of two fields, the first one acquired using the secondary electrons 
probe then the second one using the backscattered electrons probe. Fields are displayed as 
follows: 1A and 1B, neat resin surfaces; 1C: Chitlac coating without nAg; 1D: Chitlac + 1mM 
nAg; 1E: Chitlac + 5mM nAg; 1F: Chitlac + 5mM nAg coating. 
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Panel 2. FESEM microscopy images of rinsed specimen surfaces. The images are obtained as 
the superimposition of two fields, the first one acquired using the secondary electrons probe 
then the second one using the backscattered electrons probe. Fields are displayed as follows: 
1A, neat resin surface; 1B: Chitlac coating without nAg; 1C: Chitlac + 1mM nAg; 1D: Chitlac 
+ 5mM nAg; 1E and 1F: Chitlac + 5mM nAg coating at different magnifications. 
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Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis (EDS) 
The surface elemental composition of the specimens as assessed by EDS is displayed in Table 
1. Since rinsing procedures did not significantly alter EDS readings (data not shown), only 
results from  non-rinsed groups are displayed. The analysis confirmed FEISEM observations 
and was able to give an approximation measurement of the silver concentration and surface 
coverage on the test specimen surfaces. It proved that rinsing procedures did not dramatically 
change the overall surface silver concentration. However, it  also detected relatively relatively 
high amounts of chloride on the surfaces, and in some areas also aluminium and silicon. 
 
Table 1. Surface elemental composition of the specimens as assessed by EDS probe.  
Group 
Rinsing 
procedures 
Coating 
Surface elemental composition       
wt.%: C, O, Ag, Cl, Al 
1N Non-rinsed Neat resin (control) 82.56,  16.32,  0.00,  0.00,  0.40 
2N Non-rinsed Chitlac 79.79,  15.05,  0.00,  3.72,  1.44   
3N Non-rinsed Chitlac+1mM nAg 87.80,   8.41,   0.23,  3.57,  0.00 
4N Non-rinsed Chitlac+2mM nAg 85.74,   7.93,   0.31,  6.02,  0.00 
5N Non-rinsed Chitlac+5mM nAg 85.67,  11.14,  0.80,  2.39,  0.00  
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Biofilm formation 
Biofilm formation is displayed in Fig.18. 
Two-way ANOVA indicated the existence of significant interactions between the two factors, 
coating and rinsing (p=0.0005), so data were analyzed considering together the two factors.  
Table 2 summarizes the percentage variation in adherent biomass for the experimental groups 
confronted to the control (Group 1N, non-rinsed resin specimens). The non-rinsed 5mM nAg 
group showed the lowest S. mutans biofilm formation on its surfaces, significantly lower than 
all the other groups (p<0.02), with a 80% reduction confronted to the control. The non-rinsed 
groups coated with 1mM and 2mM nAg showed a similar level of biofilm formation, which 
was significantly lower than control for both groups (-45% and -42%, respectively, 
p<0.0001). No significant differences were found between the Chitlac non-rinsed group and 
the control (p=0,1627). All the coated, rinsed specimens showed a similar biofilm formation 
(approx. 50% lower than control), independently from the nAg content. 
 
Fig.18. Adherent viable biomass for the test Groups and the controls as assessed by MTT test. 
Means ±1 standard error are indicated. Levels not connected by same letters are significantly 
different for p>0.05. Biofilm formation before and after rinsing procedures is displayed for 
the different experimental groups. 
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Table 2. Results are expressed as means (±1 standard deviation). The percentage of variation 
of the different groups in comparison to the non-rinsed, neat resin control group (1N) and the 
significativity level (p-values) obtained from Student–Newman–Keuls post-hoc test are 
displayed. 
Group 
Rinsing 
procedures 
Coating Mean (±1SD) 
Percentage 
variation to 
non-rinsed 
control 
p-value 
1N Non-rinsed Neat resin (control) 0.2666 (0.0440) 
  
2N Non-rinsed Chitlac 0.2331 (0.0726) -13%  0.1627 
3N Non-rinsed Chitlac+1mM nAg 0.1479 (0.0284) -45% <0.0001* 
4N Non-rinsed Chitlac+2mM nAg 0.1556 (0.0580) -42% <0.0001* 
5N Non-rinsed Chitlac+5mM nAg 0.0521 (0.0242) -80% <0.0001* 
1R Rinsed Neat resin (control) 0.3029 (0.0738) +14%  0.1985 
2R Rinsed Chitlac 0.1303 (0.0334) -51% <0.0001* 
3R Rinsed Chitlac+1mM nAg 0.1531 (0.0402) -43%    0.0001* 
4R Rinsed Chitlac+2mM nAg 0.1208 (0.0400) -55% <0.0001* 
5R Rinsed Chitlac+5mM nAg 0.1182 (0.0427) -56% <0.0001* 
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Confocal Laser-Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) 
The live-dead stained images of 48 h incubation biofilms are displayed in Panel 3. They 
showed on both bare resin (Panel 3A,B) and on Chitlac coated surfaces the presence of a 
mature, multilayer-structured biofilm formed by both live (green) and dead (red) cells, 
independently from the rinsing procedures. The low amount of dead cells being evenly 
dispersed inside the biofilm structure gives the whole biofilm a green to yellowish color. All 
coated surfaces showed a much lower autofluorescence (visible in the green channel) than 
bare resin ones, confirming the presence of a non-autofluorescent layer on the coated surfaces. 
When observing the non-rinsed surface coated with Chitlac 5mM nAg (Panel 3E), the biofilm 
was composed by multiple microcolonies, most of which showed a reddish color and were 
hampered in providing a confluent growth into a mature biofilm structure. The surface 
coverage was relatively low and void spaces among the different colonies could be observed, 
making specimen surface visible. Nevertheless, no evidence of a layer of dead bacteria could 
be found immediately next to the surface as it would have been expected from a contact-
killing material. After rinsing, no differences could be shown in biofilm formation between 
the Chitlac 5mM nAg coated surfaces (Panel 3F)  and the Chitlac coated ones (Panel 3D), 
since all of them showed mature, multilayer-structured biofilm formation which showed a 
little less growth than that on bare resin surfaces (Panel 3B). 
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Panel 3. Live-dead stained images of 48 h incubation biofilms displayed S.mutans biofilm 
formed on the surfaces of non-rinsed (3A, 3C, 3E) and rinsed (3B, 3D, 3F) specimens. Viable 
bacterial cells are colored in green whereas dead cells are colored in red. Three-dimension 
reconstructions are shown depicting the different specimens, as follows: 3A and 3B: Neat 
resin half of the specimens, left untreated; 3C and 3D: Chitlac coating; 3E and 3F: Chitlac + 
5mM nAg coating of the surfaces.  
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2.1.2.3. Discussion and conclusions 
A biocompatible system based on a polysaccharide coating was described in previous studies 
for potential applications in medical devices; antimicrobial properties were conferred to the 
coating by embedding silver nanoparticles [98,99]. A dental restorative material exposed to 
the oral surfaces and able to positively modulate biofilm formation could be one of the 
potential developments of these coatings. The introduction of contact-active dental 
biomaterials able to interact with the oral microflora is indeed a promising way to reduce the 
risk of secondary caries in the oral environment (cfr. 1.5.2.). In this in vitro study, the short 
and medium-term antimicrobial efficacy of chitlac-nAg coatings was studied by challenging 
the experimental nanocomposite coatings with a monospecific Streptococcus mutans biofilm 
model under continuous flow conditions. The first null hypothesis of this study can be partly 
rejected since highly significant differences were found in biofilm formation when comparing 
all non-rinsed, coated specimens additioned with nAg with the control specimens. In fact, the 
non-rinsed Chitlac-coated group without nAg addition showed that biofilm formation was not 
significantly different from the control specimens, confirming that no antibacterial properties 
are given to the coating by Chitlac coating alone. The second null hypothesis can be fully 
rejected since after the rinsing procedures all coated specimens showed significantly lower 
biofilm formation than the control resin surfaces. 
FESEM images provided a morphological visualization of the specimens surfaces and were 
able to point out the presence of both a coating layer and of nanoparticles embedded into it. 
Nanoparticles were visualized by scanning the same field, after secondary electron mode 
acquisition, in backscattered electrons mode. Since the latter ones are better deflected by 
elements with high atomic number, it was possible to visualize silver nanoparticles as white 
spots on FESEM backscattered micrographs. The results of the morphological analysis 
confirmed the findings of Travan et al. [98] since they showed for Groups 3N to5N the 
presence of nAg  homogeneously dispersed over the sample surface. Moreover, rinsing 
procedures promoted nAg agglomeration into large clusters of about 1µm size (Panel 2D, 2F). 
In fact, the intense rinsing procedures applied may have destabilized the chitlac-nAg complex 
due to solubilization of the chitlac layer. Chitlac indeed acts not only as a carrier for nAg but 
also as a capping agent which keeps nanoparticles dispersed by electrostatically confining 
them into the niches created between two lactose side-groups protruding from the chitosan 
backbone [97]. An elution of chitlac from the coating layer may have deprived nanoparticles 
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of their capping agent and therefore may have promoted their aggregation, as seen especially 
in Panel 2F. Since higher antibacterial activity is found for smaller size of silver particles, 
with best activity reached for dimensions under 50nm [53], agglomeration of nAg seen in the 
present study can explain why the antibacterial effect of nAg as seen in all coated groups 
additioned with nAg disappeared after rinsing procedures. 
EDS is certainly a useful and cost-effective technique to assess surface elemental 
composition. It was indeed useful to confirm the composition of the nanoparticles visualized 
by FESEM as mainly composed by silver, confirming the findings of Travan et al. [98]. 
However, this technique has some limitations since the characteristic X-rays are generated 
from very deep in the interaction volume and therefore are not always representative of the 
layer of the specimen very close to its surface, and also because it is not highly sensitive. 
Indeed, when EDS was run in fullframe acquisition mode, surface Ag detection was very 
close to the detection limit of the probe. On the contrary, in spot-size mode and focused on the 
nanoparticles, the values of Ag detected were very high; it should also be noticed that 
relatively high levels of chloride were detected, possibly implying formation of AgCl salt on 
nAg surfaces. EDS also highlighted in every coated specimen the presence of chloride, 
ranging from 2.5% to 6% wt. as seen in Table 1. Chloride presence can be explained as a 
consequence of the activation procedures of resin surfaces by means of HCl prior to coating 
procedures. Residual chloride ions may still be present on the surfaces despite the rinsing 
procedures with NaOH solutions, and its presence and consequent antibacterial activity may 
provide a suitable explanation for  the significant antibacterial activity of all the coated 
specimens still present after the rinsing procedures as confronted to the control, non-activated 
resin surfaces. 
The procedure used in the present study to obtain BisGMA/TEGDMA specimens allowed us 
to obtain highly standardized surfaces (SR below 0.2 µm),regardless of the coating applied. 
The specimen preparation included an extended light-curing time to ensure the highest 
possible degree of conversion. Furthermore, the specimens underwent a 7-day washout 
period, which was designed to allow most of the unpolymerized resin monomers to leach out. 
This procedure almost completely avoided the contribution of unpolymerized monomers on 
bacterial growth [102,103]. 
The results of the present study demonstrated that the chitlac-nAg coating was able to 
significantly reduce S. mutans mature biofilm formation, and this reduction was dependent on 
the silver content inside the coating layer. When in the highest concentration, nAg embedded 
inside chitlac were able also to morphologically alter S. mutans biofilm formation, preventing 
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microcolonies to grow into a confluent layer of biofilm and possibly making biofilm more 
susceptible to additional external antibacterial agents. Further studies are needed to ascertain 
this possibility and also to investigate the coating composition with the aim of making it more 
resistant to rinsing procedures and oral permanence in order to help in maintaining its 
promising antibiofilm activity over time. 
In conclusion, the data obtained from this study provided a better understanding about the 
microbiological performances of an antibacterial coating designed for a methacrylate resin-
based material possessing a similar resin mixture as dental adhesives and resin-based 
composites. Even if these results are limited to the experimental conditions applied, the 
microbiological model and the rinsing procedures helped in assessing the challenges an 
antibacterial coating has to face when exposed to the oral environment and may thus help in 
developing antibacterial dental materials for secondary caries prevention. 
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2.2. Optimizing the microbiological properties of a resin-based dental composite using 
nanotechnologies, without the addition of biocidal compounds 
As previously discussed (cfr. 1.5.), despite RBCs with contact-killing surfaces and materials 
featuring a long-term release of antimicrobial agents are currently being developed, biofilm 
formation on the surface of conventional RBCs can also be modulated by an optimization of 
their surface properties. The aim of the present study was to analyze the formation of biofilms 
on the surface of experimental RBCs differing in matrix composition and filler fraction, 
hypothesizing that biofilm formation on the experimental RBCs shows a dependency on the 
resin matrix composition (i) and filler fraction (ii) employed.  
 
2.2.1. Materials and methods 
Specimen preparation 
Eight experimental RBC formulations differing in resin matrix chemistry and filler fraction 
(Table 3) were prepared by VOCO (Cuxhaven, Germany). For preparation of a single 
specimen, a standardized amount of uncured RBC was packed into a custom-made steel 
mould with a diameter of 6.0 mm and a height of 1.5 mm, condensed against a glass plate 
covered by a cellulose acetate strip to prevent the formation of an oxygen-inhibited layer, and 
light-cured in direct contact for 40 sec using a hand-held light-curing device (LCU; SDI Radii 
plus, SDI, Bayswater, AUS; 1500 mW/cm2). All specimens were subjected to a standardized 
polishing protocol, including polishing with 1000/4000-grit grinding paper (Buehler, Lake 
Bluff, IL, USA) and a polishing machine (Motopol 8; Buehler, Düsseldorf, Germany) as well 
as final manual finishing with a polisher designed for RBC materials (Dimanto, VOCO).  
All specimens were stored under light-proof conditions in distilled water for six days at 
37±1°C for minimizing the impact of residual monomer leakage on cell viability and were 
subsequently carefully cleaned using ethanol (70%) and applicator brush tips (3M ESPE, 
Seefeld, Germany) prior to further processing. 
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Table 3. Composition of the experimental RBCs regarding the resin matrix and the filler 
fraction. 
Label Matrix blend 
Filler 
Phi1 BisGMA/ TEGDMA 7/3 
coarse    65% wt. dental glass 
mean particle size 7 µm 
Phi2 BisGMA/ TEGDMA 7/3 
fine       65% wt. dental glass 
mean particle size 0.7 µm 
Phi3 BisGMA/ TEGDMA 7/3 
nano      65% wt. SiO2 
mean particle size 20 nm 
Phi4 BisGMA/ TEGDMA 7/3 neat resin blend 
Pho1 UDMA/ aliphatic dimethacrylate 1:1 
coarse     65% wt. dental glass 
mean particle size 7 µm 
Pho2 UDMA/ aliphatic dimethacrylate 1:1 
fine        65% wt. dental glass 
mean particle size 0.7 µm 
Pho3 UDMA/ aliphatic dimethacrylate 1:1 
nano      65% wt. SiO2 
mean particle size 20 nm 
Pho4 UDMA/aliphatic dimethacrylate 1:1 neat resin blend 
 
Anterior human teeth extracted for clinical reasons were obtained from the Oral Surgery Unit 
at the Department of Health Sciences (Milan, Italy). Round enamel-dentin slabs with a 
diameter of 6.0 mm and a thickness of 2.5 mm were cut from the labial surfaces using a 
water-cooled trephine diamond bur (INDIAM, Carrara, Italy). Dentin bottoms were removed, 
and the enamel surfaces were polished with a diamond bur (Intensiv SA, Grancia, 
Switzerland).  
 
Surface roughness analysis 
Peak-to-valley surface roughness (Ra) was determined on four randomly selected specimens 
for each material using a profilometric contact surface measurement device (Perthen S6P, 
Feinprüf-Perthen, Göttingen, Germany). A distance of 1.75 mm was measured in one single 
line scan perpendicular to the expected grinding grooves using a standard diamond tip (tip 
radius 2 μm, tip angle 90°) and a cut off level of 0.25.  
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For high-resolution visualization of the surface topography, two specimens for each material 
were imaged with an atomic force microscope (AFM). Images with a size of 2 µm x 2 µm 
were recorded with a noncontact atomic force microscope using qPlus force sensors [104-
106]. The imaging technique was frequency modulation AFM [107].  
 
Surface free energy analysis 
Contact angles of bidistilled water, diiodomethane, and ethylene glycol were determined 
using the sessile drop method and a computer-aided contact angle measurement device (OCA 
15plus, DataPhysics Instruments GmbH, Filderstadt, Germany). Ten drops for each liquid 
with a drop volume 0.2 µL were analysed on each of three randomly selected specimens for 
each material. The surface free energy was calculated according to an approach introduced for 
the description of polymeric surfaces by Owens and co-workers [108]. Data were indicated as 
total SFE, given by the summation of its disperse and polar contribution.  
 
Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
Five randomly selected specimens for each material were subjected to surface analysis 
(EDAX Genesis 2000, Ametek GmbH, Meerbusch, Germany) for determination of surface 
chemistry and composition. 
 
Biofilm formation assay 
Monospecies Streptococcus mutans biofilm formation (n=8 specimens per group) was 
simulated under continuous flow conditions using the MDFR bioreactor as described 
previously (cfr. 2.1.2.1. Modified drip-flow biofilm bioreactor). 
 
Multispecies biofilm formation (n=8) was simulated in accordance with a previously 
published protocol [109]. Briefly, human whole saliva was collected by expectoration from 
two healthy volunteer doneers who gave their informed consent to participate. The donors 
refrained from oral hygiene for 24 h, did not have any active dental disease, and had refrained 
from consumption of antibiotics for at least three months prior to the experiments. The saliva 
was collected during a single occasion within 30 min; the saliva samples were subsequently 
pooled prior to further processing. After assembly of the MDFR, it was inoculated with sterile 
culture medium including 2.5 g/L mucin (type II, porcine gastric), 2.0 g/L bacteriological 
peptone, 2.0 g/L tryptone, 1.0 g/L yeast extract, 0.35 g/L NaCl, 0.2 g/L KCl, 0.2 g/L CaCl2, 
0.1 g/L cysteine hydrochloride, 0.001 g/L hemin, and 0.0002 g/L vitamin K1. After 24 h, 5 
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mL of pooled saliva were inoculated into each flow-cell and microbial adherence was allowed 
for 4 h. Subsequently, a constant flow of culture medium was provided, employing a flow rate 
of 9.6 mL/h. Viable biomass adherent to the specimens was analyzed using a MTT-based 
assay as reported previously (cfr. 2.1.1.1. MTT assay). After 48 h, the continuous flow of 
nutrient broth was halted; the specimen carriers were then carefully removed from the flow 
chambers and the specimens were carefully detached from the tray using a pair of sterile 
tweezers, passed into a dish containing sterile PBS at 37°C in order to remove non-adherent 
cells, and finally placed into the wells of sterile 96-well plates. MTT test solutions were 
added, then 80 µL of the final aliquots were transferred to 96-well plates and the absorbance 
was measured using a spectrophotometer (Genesys 10-S) at a wavelength of 550 nm; results 
were displayed as optical density (OD) units, which are directly proportional to the number of 
viable adherent cells. 
 
Statistical analyses 
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP 10.0 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). 
Homogeneity of variances was preliminarily checked and verified using Bartlett‘s test. One-
way ANOVA was employed to investigate differences in surface roughness and surface free 
energy between the various materials, guided by subsequent post-hoc analysis using the 
Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test where appropriate. Two-way ANOVA was employed 
to investigate differences in biofilm formation regarding filler fractions and resin matrix blend 
as fixed factors. Student–Newman–Keuls post-hoc test was employed to analyze significant 
differences where appropriate. The level of significance (α) was set to .05.  
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2.2.2. Results 
Surface roughness  
One-way ANOVA identified significant differences between the different materials (P<.001). 
Phi1 and pho1 showed significantly higher surface roughness than all other materials 
(P<.018). Intermediate surface roughness was identified for phi4 and pho4 as well as enamel; 
significantly lowest values were identified for the RBCs with nano-scaled and fine filler 
particles (Table 4). AFM images (Fig.19.) highlighted differences in surface topography in 
dependence on the different filler fraction. 
 
Surface free energy 
Surface free energy data for the different experimental RBCs is displayed in Table 4. One-
way ANOVA identified significant differences in total surface free energy between the 
different materials (P<.001); significantly lowest values were identified for enamel (P<.001), 
and significantly highest values for pho4 (P<.008). Regarding the disperse contribution to the 
total surface free energy, significant differences between the materials were identified 
(P<.001), suggesting the lowest disperse contribution for enamel and the significantly highest 
disperse contribution for pho4 (P<.004). No significant differences in the polar contribution to 
total surface free energy were identified between the various materials (P=.333).  
 
Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 
EDS data for the different experimental RBCs is displayed in Table 4. EDS analysis indicated 
pronounced differences in the chemical surface composition. Incorporation of filler particles 
led to a general decrease in the carbon content and an increase in the silicon content of the 
RBC surfaces.  
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Table 4. Surface characteristics of the experimental RBCs employed in the present study. 
Means and standard deviations (SD) are indicated for surface roughness and surface free 
energy. Chemical surface composition data as assessed by EDS is indicated (%). 
 
Exp. 
RBC 
label 
Ra (µm) 
Surface Free Energy  (mJ/m
2
) EDS (%) 
Total Disperse Polar C O Si Al 
Phi1 .11 (.00) 41.7 (1.9) 38.9 (1.8) 2.8 (2.0) 51.6 33.1 9.7 1.5 
Phi2 .04 (.00) 42.5 (1.7) 40.0 (1.1) 2.3 (.8) 46.0 36.3 9.8 2.1 
Phi3 .05 (.02) 42.5 (1.8) 40.3 (2.3) 2.2 (1.1) 36.8 41.0 22.2 - 
Phi4 .08 (.03) 43.4 (2.8) 40.2 (2.3) 3.2 (1.8) 81.3 17.9 .6 - 
Pho1 .21 (.03) 44.1 (1.5) 42.0 (2.0) 2.2 (1.9) 51.8 36.0 8.1 1.3 
Pho2 .04 (.00) 41.2 (3.1) 40.0 (3.2) 2.2 (1.1) 44.6 47.7 5.4 1.2 
Pho3 .04 (.00) 42.2 (2.0) 39.8 (1.9) 2.4 (1.8) 46.2 45.2 8.3 .15 
Pho4 .08 (.03) 47.6 (2.8) 44.5 (2.3) 3.0 (2.1) 83.8 14.9 .4 - 
Enamel .07 (.02) 36.9 (2.4) 35.9 (2.3) .9 (.7) 7.5 36.4 - - 
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Fig.19. Atomic force microscopic images of the surfaces of the different tested materials: In 
green shades (2a-2d) are shown the experimental composites with hydrophilic resin matrix; in 
red shades (2e-2h) the experimental composites with hydrophobic resin matrix; human 
enamel surface is shown in yellow shade (2i). 
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Monospecies biofilm formation. 
S. mutans monospecies biofilm formation results are displayed in Fig.20. Highest biofilm 
formation  was identified for phi2 and pho2. Significantly lower biofilm formation was 
identified for phi4 and pho4 in comparison to RBC formulations including coarse and fine 
filler particles (P<.01), and for phi3 and pho3 in comparison to RBCs including fine filler 
particles (P<.01).  
 
Fig.20. Monospecies biofilm formation. Means and standard deviations are indicated; 
identical letters indicate no statistically significant differences for α=.05. 
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Multispecies biofilm formation 
Multispecies biofilm formation results are displayed in Fig.21. Significantly highest biofilm 
formation (Figure 3) was identified for pho1 than for all other experimental RBC formulations 
(P<.013). Significantly higher biofilm formation was identified for pho2 than for phi2 
(P<.0001), and for pho4 than for phi4 (P=.007). No significant differences in biofilm 
formation were identified between phi3 and pho3 (P=.396). 
 
Fig.21. Multispecies biofilm formation. Means and standard deviations are indicated; identical 
letters indicate no statistically significant differences for α=.05. 
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2.2.3. Discussion and conclusions 
The results of the present study do not allow simple acceptance or rejection of the research 
hypothesis, suggesting that biofilm formation on the surface of RBCs is a complex 
phenomenon that cannot be easily predicted.  
Most in vitro studies investigating biofilm formation on RBCs employed monospecies biofilm 
models. However, the comparability between those studies is poor due to the different 
experimental conditions applied, which is one reason why no proper estimation of the relation 
between the physical data of a RBC surface and biofilm formation could be established to 
date. With regard to this aspect, the authors employed two distinct biofilm models to elucidate 
whether differences in biofilm formation occur depending on the model applied. In the 
monospecies model, the formation of S. mutans biofilms was simulated without prior salivary 
pellicle formation. This procedure represents an oversimplified approach, as in the oral cavity 
all interfaces are immediately covered by the salivary pellicle and S. mutans is not usually 
counted among the early-colonizing bacteria [110]. However, it has been reported that S. 
mutans binds better to surfaces which are not coated by saliva [111]; moreover, S. mutans is 
an acidogenic and acidotolerant species [112] and an important etiological agent in the 
development of dental caries [8,42,43,113], which are considerations that justify its selection 
as strain for the monospecies biofilm model of the present study. The multispecies biofilm 
model employed freshly collected and pooled human saliva from at least two distinct donors, 
which is a more elaborate and comprehensive approach towards the analysis of biofilm 
formation on the surface of RBCs, as it included the multitude of microbial species available 
in the oral cavity. 
The results suggest that the influence of the biofilm model employed cannot be neglected. For 
the monospecies biofilm model, we could show that the differences in filler fractions 
overruled the impact of the matrix formulation on biofilm formation. However, this 
phenomenon could not be supported by the data gathered in the multispecies biofilm model, 
where a significant impact of the resin matrix blend on biofilm formation was identified. With 
the exception of RBC formulations including nano-sized filler particles, RBCs with a 
UDMA/aliphatic dimethacrylate matrix blend showed significantly higher biofilm formation 
on their surfaces than specimens with a BisGMA/TEGDMA matrix blend and analogous filler 
fraction, suggesting that in this model, the impact of the resin matrix blend overruled the 
influence of filler particle size on biofilm formation.  
As all materials used in this study featured Ra values lower or ranging around the threshold 
value at 0.2 µm, it is unlikely that the discrepancies observed in biofilm formation can be 
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attributed to differences in surface roughness. However, it is even more complex to identify 
correlations between the surface free energy of RBCs and biofilm formation, as due to their 
inhomogeneous composition with hydrophilic filler particles and hydrophobic resin matrix, 
RBCs do never yield homogeneous surfaces. We identified only few significant differences in 
surface free energy between the different RBCs, which relates to the poor correlations 
observed between surface free energy and biofilm formation. In the recent time, surface free 
energy has been associated with the very initial adhesion of microorganisms rather than 
biofilm formation, suggesting that the influence of original differences between substrata 
regarding SFE gradually diminishes [8]. Apart from surface free energy, recent studies 
identified a relation between surface carbon content and biofilm formation on the surface of 
RBCs [82,83], yet in the present research, a pronounced decrease in surface carbon was 
identified with decreasing filler particle size for RBCs with a BisGMA/TEGDMA matrix 
blend, whereas it was less pronounced for RBCs with UDMA/alphatic dimethacrylate matrix 
blend. It appears unlikely that the differences observed in prolonged biofilm formation can be 
accounted to differences in surface composition, although the authors have previously 
identified an impact of the resin matrix blend on the very initial phases of microbial adhesion 
[114]. All specimens were kept in distilled water for six days for allowing the elution of 
residual monomers prior the experiments, also according to protocols used in previous studies 
[82,83,115], yet it cannot be completely excluded that differences in the release of residual 
monomers from the two distinct matrix formulations employed may account for differences in 
subsequent biofilm formation. However, different previous studies support the assumption 
that the release of residual monomers is almost complete within a 24-h period [116] and 
decreases significantly within one week of storage [117]. Significant differences in biofilm 
formation were identified particularly between RBCs including fine and nano-scaled filler 
particles, and as surface roughness, surface free energy and chemical surface composition did 
not differ significantly, it is possible that differences in surface topography of the materials 
may have accounted for the differences observed in biofilm formation. AFM images proved 
the presence of a more homogeneous surface topography of RBCs including nano-scaled filler 
particles, suggesting that in cases of similar surface roughness and surface free energy as well 
as chemical surface composition, differences in surface topography may be responsible for 
differences in biofilm formation.  
In conclusion, it is clear that the experimental RBCs employed in this trial do not completely 
respond to the complexity of the hybrid materials which are currently available on the market; 
these results however suggest that more scientific attention should be drawn to the surface 
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characteristics of contemporary RBCs, implying that an optimization of RBCs surfaces may 
help to reduce biofilm formation. Nanotechnologies can therefore help in obtaining surfaces 
featuring reduced biofilm adhesion. 
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2.3. Obtaining a bioactive, biomimetic resin-based dental composite using calcium-
phosphate nanoparticles 
As discussed in the introduction (cfr. 1.5.4.), a bio-mimetic RBC material is supposed to 
promote the re-mineralization of natural tooth tissues adjacent to the restoration. Attempts 
have been made to formulate RBCs featuring both biofilm-controlling and biomimetic 
properties by employing calcium-phosphate nanoparticles [77,118,119]. With regard to this 
aspect, the inclusion of dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (CaHPO4.2H2O) nanoparticles 
(nDCPD) as bioactive fillers within the resin matrix is a promising strategy since they can 
release calcium and phosphate ions to the surrounding tooth, which may re-recipitate to 
form hydroxyapatite, therefore, fostering the remineralization of dental hard tissues [120-
122]. Previous studies have shown contradictory results regarding their possible  
antibacterial activity [77,123,124]: they may show anticaries activity following hard tissues 
remineralization or even by direct biocidal action. According to their intended use, the 
synthesis of these particles can include different agents, such as methacrylates [125], in 
order to add specific functionalities. In particular, it was found that the functionalization of 
DCPD with TEGDMA monomers could reduce agglomeration of the nanoparticles and 
increase their compatibility with RBCs [126]. 
 The aim of the present study was to evaluate the formation of biofilms on the surface of an 
experimental RBC including TEGDMA functionalized DCPD nanoparticles. The null 
hypotheses were that (I) the presence of nDCPD does not reduce biofilm formation on the 
surface of the experimental RBC in comparison to a reference experimental RBC without 
nDCPD and (II) functionalization of nDCPD does not reduce biofilm formation on the 
surface of the experimental RBC in comparison to a reference  non-functionalized RBC. 
 
2.3.1. Materials and methods 
Synthesis of the nanoparticles  
DCPD nanoparticles were synthesized as published previously [126] by the stoichiometric 
reaction between ammonium phosphate, (NH4)2HPO4, and calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, 
by a sol–gel process. Two solutions with equal concentrations (0.078 mol/L) of the previously 
specified salts were prepared using distilled and deionized water. Using a peristaltic pump (9 
mL/min), 400 mL of the calcium nitrate solution were added drop-wise to the same volume of 
ammonium phosphate solution, which had previously been supplemented with 7 g of 
TEGDMA (2-methyl 2-propenic acid, Mw = 286 g/mol, ESSTECH, Technology Inc., 
Essington, PA, USA). Precipitation occurred at room temperature under constant stirring, 
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which was sustained for 30 min after dripping was finished. The pH of the final solution was 
5.2. After decantation, the nanoparticles were rinsed with distilled water to remove 
reminiscent ions and excess TEGDMA. The resulting paste was freeze-dried and a white 
powder was obtained. For the preparation of non-functionalized DCPD nanoparticles, an 
analogous synthesis procedure without the addition of TEGDMA to the ammonium phosphate 
solution was performed. 
 
Specimen preparation 
All reagents, including the different resin monomers and the multi-well plates used, were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) unless specified 
otherwise. 
An experimental neat resin blend including equal parts in mols of  BisGMA (2,2-bis[4-(2-
hydroxy-3-methacryloylpropoxy)]-phenyl propane) and TEGDMA (triethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate) was obtained. Camphorquinone (0.5% wt.) and DMAEMA (N,N-
Dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate, 0.5% wt.) were added to the resin blend, then it was used 
to synthesize the following materials: 
- RBC filled with 20%wt. functionalized DCPD nanoparticles (F-nDCPD-RBC),  
- RBC filled with 20%wt. non-functionalized ("bare") DCPD nanoparticles (nDCPD-RBC); 
- RBC filled with 20%wt. silanized silica (SiO2-RBC) 
- Neat resin blend (control-Resin). 
A conventional commercially available nanohybrid RBC filled to 73% vol (Grandio, VOCO 
GmbH, Cuxhaven, Germany; control-RBC) as well as human enamel were used as reference 
materials.  
A total of 36 specimens for each of the five different RBCs were manufactured. For 
preparation of a single RBC specimen, a standardized amount of uncured RBC was placed 
into a custom-made steel mold with a diameter of 6.0 mm and a height of 1.5 mm, condensed 
against a glass plate covered by a cellulose acetate cover (Mylar®) to prevent the formation of 
an oxygen-inhibited layer, and light-cured using four overlapping exposures of 40 seconds 
each using a LED curing unit (Radii cal, SDI, Baywater, Australia, curing power: 
1200mW/cm
2
). 
Human permanent teeth extracted for clinical reasons were obtained from the Oral Surgery 
Department, Dental Faculty (Milan, Italy), and were stored under dry conditions at a 
temperature of -20°C until use. A total of 36 round slabs of sound enamel with a diameter of 6 
mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm were obtained from the flat labial surfaces using a water-
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cooled trephine diamond bur (INDIAM, Carrara, MS, Italy). Enamel specimens were placed 
into the wells of a 48-well polystyrene plate and sterilized with a chemical peroxide-ion 
plasma sterilizer (STERRAD, ASP, Irvine, CA, USA) with a maximum temperature of 45°C 
for preventing heat-related damage of the enamel surfaces. 
All specimens were subjected to a standardized polishing protocol using 1000/4000-grit 
grinding paper (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) and an automated polishing machine (Motopol 
8; Buehler, Düsseldorf, Germany). The resin specimens were stored in 24-well plates under 
light-proof conditions for 24 h at 37°C to allow complete polymerization of the materials; 
then, 1000 µL of sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) were added to each well. Plates were 
stored at room temperature for an additional seven days in order to allow leaching of residual 
monomers. Each well was daily rinsed twice with 1000 µL of sterile PBS. 
 
Surface analysis 
Surface roughness (Ra), Surface free energy (OWRK approach) and Energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) were used as described previously (cfr. 2.2.1.) and represent state of the 
art techniques to study surface characteristics which may possibly influence biofilm 
formation. 
 
Biofilm formation 
A pure Streptococcus mutans suspension in PBS was obtained as specified in the first study 
(cfr. 2.1.1.1.). Saliva collection was performed as already specified (cfr. 2.1.2.1.) 
A modified drip-flow reactor (MDFR) was assembled andused as previously reported (cfr. 
2.1.2.1.) in order to obtain a monospecific Streptococcus mutans biofilm under continuous 
flow conditions after 48 h. 
Viable biomass assessment was performed after the specified incubation time using the MTT 
assay as previously described (cfr. 2.1.1.1. MTT assay). 
 
Statistical procedures 
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP 10.0 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 
U.S.A.). Homogeneity of variances was preliminarily checked and verified using Bartlett‘s 
test. One-way ANOVA and Student‘s post hoc t-test were used to highlight significant 
differences between experimental groups. The level of significance (α) was set to 0.05.  
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2.3.2. Results 
Surface analysis 
Data are displayed in Table 5. Significantly higher Ra than for the other materials was 
identified for nDCPD-RBC (P<0.005). Intermediate Ra values were identified for F-nDCPD 
RBC, control-RBC as well as enamel surfaces; significantly lowest values for Ra were 
measured for control-Resin and SiO2- RBC.  
With regard to SFE, the nDCPD-RBC showed a significantly higher contribution of the polar 
component and a significantly lower contribution of the disperse component to total SFE in 
comparison to all other materials (P<0.0005 and P<0.02, respectively). Enamel specimens 
yielded a significantly higher total SFE in comparison to the other materials (P<0.0005), 
which was due to a significantly higher polar contribution to total SFE (P<0.0001).  
EDX analyses indicated higher amounts of calcium and phosphate on the surface of nDCPD-
RBC than on F-nDCPD-RBC.  Small amounts of fluoride and traces of barium and strontium 
were identified on the surface of control-RBC. 
 
Table 5. Surface analysis of the tested materials. Surface roughness (SR), surface free energy 
(SFE) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) data are displayed as means (± 1 
standard deviation). Different letters indicate significant differences between groups (p<0.05). 
 
Material 
SR 
(Ra,µm)  
SFE (mJ/m
2
) EDS (%) 
Total  Disperse  Polar   C,    Ca,   P,    Si,   O  
F-nDCPD-
RBC  
0.185 
(0.005)b  
44.81 
(1.30)b  
43.88 
(1.23)a  
0.93 
(0.42)c  
73.6, 1.2, 1.4, 0.0, 23.6  
nDCPD-
RBC  
0.256 
(0.048)a  
40.71 
(3.70)c,d  
33.79 
(3.20)d  
6.92 
(1.86)b  
73.0, 3.7, 2.9, 0.0, 20.3  
SiO2-RBC 
0.089 
(0.005)c  
43.31 
(1.50)b,c  
41.25 
(1.23)a,b  
2.21 
(0.71)c  
65.8, 0.0, 0.0, 7.2, 26.9  
control-
Resin  
0.103 
(0.010)c  
44.94 
(0.75)b  
44.01 
(0.60)a  
0.92 
(0.44)c  
79.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 20.7  
control-RBC 
0.145 
(0.008)b  
37.95 
(0.06)d  
37.39 
(0.05)c  
0.56 
(0.02)c  
37.9, 0.0, 0.0, 9.9, 46.7 
Al:2.2,F:1.6,Ba:0.7,Sr:0.8  
Enamel  
0.165 
(0.031)b  
53.68 
(2.72)a  
39.59 
(1.68)b,c  
14.06 
(2.14)a  
23.2, 16.5, 10.0, 0.0, 50.3  
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Biofilm formation 
Results regarding biofilm formation are displayed in Fig.22. S. mutans biofilm formation was 
significantly reduced on the surface of F-nDCPD-RBC in comparison to nDCPD-RBC 
(P<0.03). Regardless of functionalization, biofilm formation on the surfaces of both nDCPD-
containing RBCs was not significantly different from biofilm formation on the surface of 
SiO2-RBC (P=0.21 and P=0.33, respectively). Lower biofilm formation was identified on the 
surface of control-Resin, control-RBC as well as enamel in comparison to both experimental 
RBCs including nDCPD, regardless of functionalization (P<0.05). 
 
Fig.22. Biofilm formation on the surface of the tested materials after 48 h incubation under 
continuous flow conditions. Values are expressed as means (±1 standard error). Levels not 
connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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2.3.3. Discussion and conclusions 
The results of the present study suggest acceptance of the first null hypothesis, as it was 
identified that biofilm formation on both RBCs containing nDCPD was not significantly 
different from an experimental RBC formulation including SiO2. However, the second null 
hypothesis, suggesting that functionalization of nDCPD would not affect biofilm formation, 
must be rejected since functionalization significantly reduced biofilm formation on the surface 
of DCPD-including RBCs. 
It is a well-known fact that surface parameters have an impact on biofilm formation. With 
regard to this aspect, the influence of surface roughness on biofilm formation is undoubted. 
Previous studies have identified a 0.2 µm Ra threshold value, suggesting that lower Ra does 
not further decrease biofilm formation [81]. This phenomenon may serve as an explanation 
for the differences observed in the present study regarding biofilm formation on the surface of 
functionalized and non-functionalized nDCPD RBCs. TEGDMA functionalization causes a 
three-fold increase in the surface area of the nanoparticles and reduces their tendency towards 
agglomeration, although the size of the nanoparticles themselves does not change markedly 
[126]. In fact, nDPCD-RBC showed Ra values that were higher than the threshold value of 0.2 
µm suggested by Bollen and co-workers [81], implying that surface roughness could be 
responsible for the higher biofilm formation on the surface of RBCs with non-functionalized 
nDCPD. In addition, Ra values may also serve as an explanation why no significant 
differences in biofilm formation were identified when comparing neat resin specimens with 
the control-RBC and enamel surfaces. 
However, despite of the vast amount of studies investigating biofilm formation in vitro or in 
vivo, contemporary dental science still fails to explain all differences observed in biofilm 
formation on experimental or commercial RBCs, as also assessed in the previous study 
(cfr.2.2). In fact, scientific literature available provides only limited evidence in how far 
surface properties such as surface free energy or surface chemistry impact biofilm formation 
on the surface of contemporary RBCs [82,83]. A recent study [8] has associated the surface 
free energy of a material with microbial binding forces rather than with the extent of biofilm 
formation, suggesting that the impact of originally distinct surface free energies gradually 
disappears as a function of time. Furthermore, due to their inhomogeneous composition with 
hydrophilic filler particles and hydrophobic resin matrix, RBCs do never yield homogeneous 
surfaces (cfr.2.2). The findings of the present study support these considerations and confirm 
the findings of Ionescu et al. [82], as differences in SFE of the tested materials did not 
correspond to differences in biofilm formation,. 
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Biofilm formation on the surface of SiO2-RBC was significantly higher than on the surface of 
control-Resin specimens. A similar phenomenon has been observed in a recent previous study 
from our group, where biofilm formation was analyzed on the surface of experimental RBCs 
with either 0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, or 70% filler fraction and an increase in biofilm formation 
was observed on RBCs with a filler fraction of 10% in comparison to specimens produced 
from neat resin matrix [83]. This phenomenon has been attributed to changes in surface 
topography of the RBC surfaces since atomic force microscopy was able to highlight the 
presence of differences among surfaces even when surface roughness data as assessed by 
profilometry did not show significant differences. Other previous study from our group has 
shown that different surface finishing techniques may lead to differences in biofilm formation 
on the surface of a single commercial RBC despite of similar Ra (cfr.2.2). In addition to that, 
EDX analyses indicated the presence of low levels of fluoride and traces of strontium on the 
surface of control-RBC. These two ions feature antimicrobial properties likely due to a 
synergistic process, but the exact mechanism still has to be elucidated [66,127,128]. Thus, it 
may be possible that the reduced biofilm formation observed on the surface of control-RBC 
might be due to this antimicrobial effect. Indeed, F-nDCPD-RBC has similar roughness 
values as the control RBC, however the biofilm formation on its surfaces is higher. In any 
way, it is not easy to directly compare the surface characteristics of the control-RBC with the 
experimental composites, due to the very high differences in filler content (87% wt. vs. 20% 
wt.) which mean that also more resin matrix is exposed on the surfaces of the experimental 
RBCs compared to the control one. 
Very few studies investigated the potential antibacterial properties of calcium-phosphate 
containing RBCs. Moreau et al. [124] demonstrated that an experimental  nanocomposite 
containing nanoparticles of amorphous calcium phosphate (NACP) possessed acid 
neutralization capacity and appeared to moderately reduce S. mutans growth as assessed by 
agar disk-diffusion test. The microbiological method used, however, did not allow to 
accurately replicate oral conditions, which include biofilm formation under flow of nutrients. 
The flow and the biofilm structure have indeed an impact both on ions release from the 
materials and on the pH of the system. In fact, our data confirm the findings of Melo et al. 
[119] which, by employing a human in situ model, found no significant difference in biofilm 
CFU between a NACP-filled RBC and a control, conventional RBC. 
In conclusion, nDCPD-filled RBC did not prove to possess any antibacterial activity, however 
the functionalized nDCPD RBC showed reduced surface roughness confronted to non-
functionalized nDCPD filler which most likely lead to a lower biofilm formation. It may be 
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that calcium-phosphate nanoparticles can prevent secondary caries by conferring biomimetic, 
remineralizing capabilities to RBCs rather than by having a direct impact on biofilms. 
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3. General discussion and conclusions 
 
In this PhD thesis the use of nanotechnologies was explored in order to synthesize, evaluate 
and optimize the formulation of resin-based dental materials. The aim was to be able to 
successfully control oral biofilms development and the interactions between biofilms and 
host. The most promising approaches were explored in order to synthesize a contact-active 
biomaterial, a material with reduced biofilm adhesiveness and a biomimetic material. As 
previously shown, each approach showed promising results but also some limitations.  
Most recent trends in microbiology tend to consider biofilms as a part of the human body: the 
microorganisms found in the human oral cavity have been more recently referred to as the 
oral microbiome. The term microbiome was coined by Joshua Lederberg ―to signify the 
ecological community of commensal, symbiotic, and pathogenic microorganisms that literally 
share our body space and have been all but ignored as determinants of health and disease‖ 
[129]. The term microbiome has been embraced by the Human Microbiome Project whose 
researchers strongly believe that an understanding of human health and disease is impossible 
without fully understanding the collective microbiome/human ―superorganism.‖ However, 
functional rather than phylogenetic diversity may be required in order to fully understand 
host-microbiome interactions. Although caries is clearly a bacterial disease, it is not an 
infectious disease in the classical sense because it results from complex interactions between 
the commensal microbiota, host susceptibility, environmental factors (such as diet and 
smoking) and, last but not least, dental restorative materials. As described in the introduction, 
the onset of dental caries derives from a dysbiotic biofilm, therefore restoring oral health may 
mean acting upon the microbiome and their interactions with the host. In this sense, it is clear 
that an approach based upon using a biocidal active principle able to kill any bacteria coming 
close to it may seem an oversimplified view to dental caries prevention. Besides, anti-
adhesive surfaces, or better, surfaces which are able to modulate and reduce biofilm formation 
without employing biocidal agents and also biomimetic materials may seem a much more 
advanced approach in trying to modulate microbiome and its interactions with the host. One 
of the most difficult tasks, however, may not be the synthesis and testing of novel 
bioactive/biomimetic nanomaterials, but rather to fully understand the oral microbiome and its 
interactions with the host. Approximately 280 bacterial species from the oral cavity have been 
isolated in culture and formally named. It has been estimated indeed that less than half of the 
bacterial species present in the oral cavity can be cultivated using anaerobic microbiological 
methods and that there are likely 500 to 700 common oral species. 
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Also the methods for replicating oral conditions and oral microbiome in vitro by using 
bioreactors and the standardization of these methods are paramount in order to be able to 
provide controlled conditions for the study of biofilms on dental materials. 
In conclusion, a lot of advancement has been performed in the effort of synthesizing a 
material able to prevent the occurrence of seconday caries and continuous efforts should be 
performed in this direction by dental research in the forcoming years. 
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